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Abstract 

The contemporary healthcare sector is at the shrink of a remarkable transformation, where personalized and 

proactive treatments are steadily substituting the general and reactive ones. However, this transition is still in 

its infant phase that encompasses severe issues such as the limited affordability of treating rare genetic 

disorders. Reflecting this, the paper at hand critically reviews the opportunities of the latest genome sequencer, 

analyzer, and engineering technologies through a Design Science research methodology. The first outcome of 

the research is a developed software library built on the openSNP.org eye-color and lactose-tolerance datasets, 

which can predict the incumbent genotype to phenotype associations with 98% and 79% accuracies 

respectively as well as to reveal validated single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). The second is a 

conceptualized value-chain integrating the most optimal technologies regarding mitigating the identified 

problems of the industry. For the upstream processes the PromethION nanopore sequencer, while for the 

downstream the CRISPR-Cas9 system found to be the most advantageous. Furthermore, Hall & Martin’s 

radical technology development framework is incorporated in order to reveal the commercial and social 

uncertainties surrounding the artifact. During this analysis, five primary and five secondary stakeholders, with 

their complex networks of interests are identified. Finally, further research opportunities are specified such as 

the integration of various Big Data sources (e.g.: epigenomics or clinical records) into the software library. 
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1. Introduction 

The contemporary healthcare sector is at the shrink of a remarkable transformation, where personalized and 

proactive treatments are steadily substituting the general and reactive ones. This transition is mainly due to the 

advancement of several digital and synthetic technologies that contribute individually and in convergence to 

extend our understanding of disease development and their effective treatments. (Kraft 2017) Due to their 

impact in recent decades, it has been widely accepted that the genetic composition of individuals contributes 

significantly to the efficiency of various medicines and treatments as well as to the formation of vast amount 

of diseases. (OMIM 2020; Ringgaard 2014) The research initiatives that are aiming to reveal these functional 

differences between individuals’ genetic variants and to eliminate their related health risks have been 

expressively improved through the utilization of advanced genome sequencing, analysis, and engineering 

technologies. For instance, major advancements in the sequencing industry decreased the price of the whole 

genome sequencing from $100 million in 2001 to $1,000 by 2015 with the introduction of next-generational 

machines with high-throughput capabilities (NHGRI 2019b). Similarly, the advancements in the field of 

machine learning and Big Data analytics brought new techniques and tools to analyze the vast amount of Big 

Data generated by these sequencers and other complementary data sources (Libbrecht and Noble 2015). 

Moreover, for the first in the history of the gene-editing industry, a promising scalable biotechnology with the 

name of CRISPR-Cas system was developed in 2012, which might prove itself towards mass adoption in the 

upcoming decade (Doudna and Charpentier 2014).  

Nevertheless, the genomic industry is still considered to be in its infant phase regarding the achievable 

potential, as genetic disorders still affect millions of people worldwide every year (WHO 2020) and for most, 

there might be only temporary or high-risk solutions exist with severe side-effects due to their general usage. 

(National Institute of Health (NIH) 2020a) Moreover, due to the contemporary resource constraints, health 

organizations could only focus on treating more common disorders, while the rare disease variations are 

frequently under-recognized or their affordability is greatly limited despite acknowledging their morbidity and 

premature mortality rates. (Blencowe et al. 2018) For instance, the development expenses associated with 

small disease populations of less than 1000 affected individuals usually exceed billions of dollars for the 

researching organization and hundred-thousands of dollars for its incumbent patients. (Arons 2015) 

Additionally, the severity of this issue is especially relevant in less developed countries, where the deficiency 

of population-wide studies also further retain their severity’s recognition (Becker et al. 2011; Bornstein and 

Hendricks 2013; Fujikura 2016).  

Clearly, this is not acceptable. However, in order to develop efficient and effective genome therapies that could 

provide preventive measures and permanent treatments for the majority of genetic disorders, which are also 

available for less wealthy populations, the implementation of radical technological solutions are inevitable. 

For this reason, significant improvements have to be achieved at each phase of the genome therapy life cycle, 
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which consists of the mentioned (1) genome sequencing, (2) analysis, and (3) the genome engineering 

processes. Reflecting on this opportunity, we have decided to conduct extensive research focusing on how the 

contemporary technological innovations throughout this value-chain could improve the genetic disorder 

therapies' current and expected state. Particularly, we were interested in these solutions’ technical details, 

advantages, and disadvantages as well as in their relevant commercial, law, and ethical considerations derived 

by the affected primary and secondary stakeholders. In addition to selecting the most optimal biotechnologies 

that in combination might reach the stated desire, we have decided to develop and critically evaluate our 

genome analysis software library due to the scarcity of the available association softwares that utilize advanced 

machine learning algorithms as well. Thus, these set objectives concerning the contemporary issues, derived 

from the preliminary literature review of the genome therapy industry, formulated the following research 

questions that will form the backbone of this research project: 

RQ1: Which contemporary technological solutions throughout the genome therapy life cycle have the 

most competitive technical properties regarding mitigating the industry’s relevant issues? 

RQ2: What influencing factors do the genome therapy ecosystem possess that could affect the 

successful market implementation of the conceptualized innovation? 

Regarding the research question, it is important to clarify the meaning of the ambiguous terms in order to avoid 

any misinterpretation about the investigations’ scope. In the first question, the “genome therapy life cycle” 

refers to the previously mentioned genome sequencing, analysis, and engineering processes. These altogether 

cover the genetic information retrieval, processing, and modification activities required for any personalized 

genome therapies. Their “competitive technical properties” aim to reveal those technical details throughout 

the life cycle’s available solutions that can provide adequate results regarding a specific problem, while the 

“most competitive” adjective defines those that can comply with superiority in respect to the others. This 

specific problem refers to the “industry’s relevant issues”, which are the previously discussed (1) lack of 

treatment personalization regarding the patients' genetic composition, (2) incapability of treating vast amount 

of genetic disorders and (3) limited affordability of genetic therapies based on small patient populations. In the 

second question, the “influencing factors” term encompasses technological, commercial, and social 

considerations, that are relevant regarding the feasibility of the life cycle. For example, technological 

innovation challenges, profit eroding mechanisms or ethical questions respectively.  Therefore, the 

“ecosystem” includes all those stakeholders (e.g.: consumer, competitors or government), who have the power 

to express their influence regarding these factors. Finally, the “conceptualized innovation” refers to the 

partially developed nature of the artifact that is discussed throughout the paper. 

In order to cover comprehensively the scope of these intriguing research questions, we have been partnered up 

from two different programs within the Copenhagen Business School, which are the Business Administration 

and E-Business and the Business Administration and Information Systems. The E-Business specialization 
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focuses on “the opportunities that IT can provide when private and public organizations interact with their 

customers, clients or stakeholders…”, while the Information Systems provides valuable knowledge regarding 

“…how the organizational needs and economic reality creates possibilities and constraints on the IT 

architecture.” Altogether, they offer a vast amount of theoretical and practical techniques for creating value 

by utilizing information and information technologies. (Copenhagen Business School 2014, 2015) Therefore, 

although biotechnologies are not intuitively derived from these programs, their relevance regarding solving 

contemporary global issues by critically evaluating the available solutions from social and technical 

perspectives is unequivocal. Moreover, the combination of interdisciplinary studies has the potential to reveal 

unexploited opportunities, which might increase the rate of innovation. 

Finally, the structure of the research is as follows. Initially, the utilized business framework is presented, which 

discusses Hall & Martin’s radical innovation evaluation framework and its relevant theories such as Karl 

Popper’s conjecture-refutation and piecemeal social engineering approaches. Afterwards, an extensive 

research takes place considering the genome therapy life cycle’s fundamental concepts and available 

technologies. These chapters review the basics of genomic functions and its information storage capabilities 

as well as the advantages and disadvantages of the three generations of genome sequencer machines (first, next 

and third), genome-wide association studies in combination with machine learning disciplines and the genome 

engineering biotechnologies (ZFN, TALEN, HE and CRISPR-Cas). Subsequently, the detailed description of 

the chosen Design Science research methodology, the selected genotype dataset used by the developed 

software library as well as the overall research limitations, reliability and validity concerns are presented.  

The application chapters start by analyzing the technological uncertainties, which define the evaluation 

framework for the upcoming extensive analysis regarding the available genome sequencing and engineering 

solutions as well as regarding the developed genome analysis software library. However, before their detailed 

investigation, the primary and secondary stakeholders and their relationship with the innovation’s commercial 

and social uncertainties are also discussed. Once all the required information for answering the stated research 

questions are acquired, the results are evaluated and discussed. Finally, the paper closes the thread by 

presenting the innovation’s future outlook and the intriguing findings revealed throughout the duration of the 

research. 

2. Literature Review 

In this chapter, we will review state-of-the-art literature, in order to give the reader an aid to understand the 

main concepts of each technology/framework/approach that were utilized throughout the research. Firstly, a 

viable business framework, which is suitable for such a novel supply chain and design science research will 

be delineated. Afterwards, an introduction to genomics topics will be given, since fundamentals are necessary, 

in order to comprehend the DNA-, sequencing, analysis, and engineering technologies. Moreover, individual 
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sequencing technologies will be enlightened, with the aim to provide a general understanding of each 

technology and thereby find the best practices. Further on, in the genome analysis part, we will review state-

of-the-art machine learning algorithms and elaborate on the individual approaches. Additionally, the business 

benefits of machine learning will be elucidated, since there is a need to understand the risks and benefits of 

this technology. Lastly, in the gene-engineering section, we will introduce multiple gene-engineering 

approaches and elaborate step-by-step their implementation. With this chapter, we want to create a solid 

foundation for the application section.    

2.1. Business Framework  

2.1.1. A Framework for evaluating radical technology development by Hall & Martin 

(J. K. Hall and Martin 2005) propose a framework that incorporates stakeholder theory, innovation 

management concepts and Popper’s evolutionary learning methodology of science. It is important to mention 

that this framework builds upon Karl Popper’s conjecture-refutation and social piecemeal engineering 

approach. This framework aid firms to effectively evaluate innovative disruptive technologies and thus 

generate a competitive advantage as explained in the following. The proposed paper does not consider only 

technological, organization, and commercial uncertainties like other frameworks but also social uncertainties. 

Usually, radical technological innovations, which occur commonly for example in molecular biotechnology 

or nanotechnology, are on one hand very promising for primary stakeholder but on the other hand controversial 

and potentially disruptive to secondary stakeholders, because radical development involves new science, 

technology, markets, industrial structures and regularity frameworks (J. K. Hall and Martin 2005). From this, 

it can be concluded that the uncertainty level is especially high for radical technological developments. 

According to (R. E. Freeman 1984) “a stakeholder in an organization is (by definition) any group or individual 

who can affect or is affected by the achievement of the organization’s objectives”. Primary stakeholders have 

a direct impact and are involved in the firm, whereas secondary are those who are not directly involved with 

the firm but also have the potential to influence the firm via primary stakeholders.  Generally, firms neglect 

stakeholder management or focus only on primary stakeholders, whereas secondary stakeholders have also the 

potential for disruption as illustrated in the Figure 1. Stakeholders in the Innovation Value Chain (IVC) have 

similar interests and this results that the stakeholder complexity and ambiguity is relatively low. Secondary 

stakeholders, who do not necessarily understand the radical development to the full extent have concerns about 

the feasibility. This in turn means, the stakeholder complexity and ambiguity are relatively high, as illustrated 

in Figure 1. This illustration gives only examples of potential stakeholders, however, to spot the salient 

secondary stakeholder is illusory, therefore a “?” stakeholder box has been placed in the illustration.  

If the stakeholder ambiguity is non-existent or very little plus the complexity of the circumstance is low, 

Popper’s trial-error-elimination learning or ‘conjecture-refutation’ approach is applicable. Karl Popper argues 

that science does not use induction and reach conclusions about unobserved phenomena based on observed 
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and proven ones, but its theories are verified and accepted only tentatively while leaving the opportunity to be 

falsified, or refuted, by more advanced later researches. He states that a perceived problem initiates a 

knowledge quest of tentative theories, which seek solutions by error elimination. However, ultimately this 

relatively error less state creates novel problems, thus initiating a loop for trial-and-error-elimination learning. 

(Popper 1959) Therefore, Popper’s method of conjectures and refutations can be effectively used as a 

framework to critically analyze and evaluate a radical technology development in order to reduce the inherent 

uncertainties of the innovator’s knowledge quest and creation process, while acknowledging that this dynamic 

state will be disrupted in the light of new observations (Arthur 1988; C. Freeman and Soete 1997; J. K. Hall 

and Martin 2005; Katz and Shapiro 1985; Nonaka 2000). In Hall & Martin’s framework, Popper’s conjecture 

refutation approach can be applied at three levels within the innovating firm and its associated IVC (J. Hall et 

al. 2011; J. K. Hall and Martin 2005): 

1. Technology uncertainty: The technology must be demonstrably feasible, based on corporate scientific 

means and technological competencies. 

2. Commercial uncertainty: “It must be demonstrably feasible commercially, especially since the highest 

status of any technological innovation” (J. K. Hall and Martin 2005) is an uncontroversial artifact. 

3. Organizational uncertainty: The overall development and exploitation of the innovation should be 

aligned with the firm’s capabilities and strategies.   

 

 

Figure 1 The innovation value-added chain (IVC), secondary stakeholders and radical technology development (J. K. Hall and 

Martin 2005)  
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However, if the stakeholder complexity and ambiguity is high, Popper added to his conjecture- refutation 

approach the piecemeal engineering approach. He claims secondary stakeholders such as politicians or activists 

should accept ‘social ills’ in a piecemeal manner, rather than finding a perfect or good solution (J. K. Hall and 

Martin 2005). To his three-level approach he added: 

4. Societal uncertainty: The potentially unfavorable or disruptive side effects from potential salient 

secondary stakeholders must be recognized and accommodated.  

Hall and Martin combined these approaches and visualized them in figure 2. It delineates the different aspects 

of the “uncertainties” with stakeholder characteristics in the x- and y-axis. As elaborated previously, the lower 

the stakeholder ambiguity and complexity is, the more likely the conjecture-refutation approach will work. 

However, is the stakeholder complexity and ambiguity high, the piecemeal social engineering approach is 

more likely to work.  

  

Figure 2 Stakeholder Complexity and Ambiguity Matrix for radical technology development (J. K. Hall and Martin 2005) 

2.2. Introduction to Genomics 

Deoxyribonucleic acid, or DNA, is the remarkable molecule complex that encodes the genetic information in 

all cellular forms of life and some viruses. Stored in all cells of an organism, this information contains the 

complete instructions, or manufacturing plans, which are required for the development of the incumbent 

individual. This source code varies between species and within a population, which differentiation results in 

the unique properties of the individuals. While this divergence is inevitable for the survival of a species 
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throughout its evolution in changing environments, it could also produce malfunctioning instructions that 

ultimately affects the wellbeing of its carrier. 

The DNA belongs to a class known as polynucleotides, which represents long chains of nucleotides. Each 

nucleotide can have either of the four well known nitrogenous bases, which are the cytosine (C), guanine (G), 

adenine (A) or thymine (T). The linear ordering of these are able to store interpretable information similarly 

to how complex instructions can be stored as 0s or 1s in binary machine code. Due to evolutionary reasons, 

the DNA has two of these polynucleotide strands that twist around each other forming a double-stranded helix, 

where each piece of strands has the exact complementary nucleotide sequence to the other. For instance, 

cytosine (C) can form base pairs only with guanine (G) and adenine (A) with thymine (T) (Fowler, Wise, and 

Roush 2013). 

The long chains of DNA are stored in the cells’ nucleus, where they are compressed into tightly packed 

structures called chromosomes. The complete human genetic material is stored in 46 chromosomes, consisting 

of 22 autosome pairs and a pair of sex chromosomes. Females have two X, while males have one X and one 

Y sex chromosomes. One member of the autosome pair comes from the mother, while the other from the father 

and collectively they are inherited by any daughter cells during a cell division (NHGRI 2019a).  

 

Figure 3 Abstract representation of how the genetic information is stored inside cells (NHGRI 2019a) 

From a smaller structural perspective, the DNA consists of genes that are the fundamental physical and 

functional units of heredity. They represent a specific nucleotide sequence at a given position on a given 

chromosome, which includes (1) coding regions (exons) that specify the sequence of amino acids required for 

protein production, (2) non-coding regions (introns) that do not specify amino acids and (3) regulatory 
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sequences that regulate the location and time of gene expression, during which the proteins are synthesized 

(University of Leicester 2020).  

The gene expression process consists of two major stages, which are transcription and translation. During the 

transcription, polymerases synthesize the template strand of the DNA double helix that is complementary to 

the coding strand, therefore producing an identical replication of the latter. The replicated strand represents a 

variety of Ribonucleic acids (RNAs), of which the messenger RNA (mRNA) encodes the actual amino acids 

required for protein construction. Subsequently, the actual manufacturing of the specified proteins takes place 

during the translation process. (University of Leicester 2020) The constructed proteins are responsible for most 

of the structural, functional and regulatory activates on the macro-level of the organisms such as being 

antibodies required for protection against bacteria and viruses, messengers responsible for signal transmissions 

between cells or enzymes that carry out almost all of the thousands of chemical reactions inside cells (National 

Institute of Health (NIH) 2020a).  

 

Figure 4 Abstract representation of the transcription and translation processes inside cells (National Institute of Health (NIH) 2020) 

Therefore, it can be stated that the emergence of the information stored inside the nucleotide sequence of the 

DNA are able to define the micro and macro properties of an individual. However, it is important to emphasize 

that the genome is highly sensitive to the interaction with other molecules (referred to as chemical tags), which 

are able to regulate this emergence (e.g.: turn off genes). Thus, the study of these environmental effects, called 

epigenomics, contributes significantly to how the cells function and evolve in the organisms (Kahvejian, 

Quackenbush, and Thompson 2008). 
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Furthermore, in order to protect the original nucleotide sequences from any endogenous or exogenous (e.g.: 

radiation) damage that could leave malfunctions for the organism, several enzymes are developed with DNA 

reparation purposes that are able to correct or mitigate the generated errors. Two of the major reparation 

processes that are involved in the case of double-stranded DNA breaks are called the non-homologous end 

joining (NHEJ) and the homologous recombination (HE). While the former process uses ligase enzymes that 

are able to rejoin the two ends of the broken DNA, the latter tries to replicate the original sequence by 

synthesizing an identical (or nearly identical) template presented to the involved enzymes. Therefore, the HE 

is well suited for gene engineering activities, which aim to overwrite the original sequence by delivering an 

artificially created DNA reparation template. However, similarly to natural damages, off-target or 

malfunctioning gene-engineering activities could also cause permanent damage to the genetic information, 

which severity could also lead to tumors or cell death, especially in the case of substantial accumulation 

(Carroll 2014; Gaj, Gersbach, and Barbas 2013).  

 

Figure 5 Abstract representation of the non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) and the homologous recombination (HE) processes 

(Nowogrodzki, 2019) 

Thus, it could be argued that if there would be an efficient artificial process that could recognize unfavorable 

nucleotide sequences and were able to replace them with advantageous ones without damaging others, one 

could provide unmeasurable benefits for any organism on the micro and macro levels. For this reason, in the 

following sections, the available biotechnological solutions are researched in detail to uncover the theoretical 

availability of such value-chain. 
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2.3. Genome Sequencing 

Personalized genome therapy life cycles start with retrieving the required genetic information of the individual 

that can be utilized by the downstream genome analysis process. This information retrieval process is called 

genome sequencing, where the order of the four nucleotide bases (A, C, G, and T) that construct the whole 

genome is determined. Acquiring this order could be approached either by recognizing secondary signals 

emitted by various chemical reactions applied to the sequence or by analyzing the environmental differences 

caused by the untreated fragment. For both approach several distinct technologies have been developed, which 

carry different advantages and disadvantages, therefore provide solutions for various problems. In order to 

understand the nature of their characteristics, their inherent mechanisms are presented in this chapter, which 

will also provide a transparent framework for their comparison during the Application chapters. 

The sufficient analysis of the sequencing approaches requires the understanding of their sequence preparation 

processes as they contribute to their emergent properties, thereby the description starts with their introduction. 

Subsequently, the sequencing solutions are explained through their generational differences, which are usually 

categorized by the first generational, next generational, and third generational sequencing machines. 

2.3.1. Sequence Preparation 

As the sequencing process still requires significant costs and capacity, its various applications have to define 

the amount of information necessary for their operation. In specific – usually well understood - cases, the scope 

of the investigation targets only a narrow region, such as a single gene with its flanking sequences. When the 

objective is to sequence the genetic variations of a population (e.g.: for population studies), which covers 

approximately 0.1% of the complete human genome, the process is called genotype sequencing (GS). In 

contrast, when the focus is to sequence all the protein-coding regions (exons), which represent the most 

understood 1% of the genome, whole-exome sequencing (WES) is used. Finally, whole-genome sequencing 

(WGS) is applied when the complete information of the genome is retrieved, which in the case of humans 

consists of approximately three billion nucleotide base pairs. By increasing the scope of the retrieved genomic 

information, the detection of rare or unknown genetic variants become increasingly feasible as well. (Belkadi 

et al. 2015) However, the contemporary diagnostic and research laboratories tend to integrate WES into their 

value chains as it can offer the optimal trade-off considering the existing operational expenses and the gaps in 

our understanding regarding the non-coding regions (Teer and Mullikin 2010). 

Therefore, once the genome is retrieved, usually through blood or salvia samples, target capture techniques are 

used to narrow down the number of selected regions. These methods can involve the utilization of microarrays, 

tiny beads, probes or restriction enzymes. While the first three solutions retain the target regions by using a 

large amount of short complementary sequences (primers) to which those can bind, the latter exploits the 

cleavage capability of engineered enzymes. Subsequently, to removing the unwanted facets, the selected 
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sequences are usually amplified in order to reduce the possible error rates or to produce detectable signals 

during their chemical reactions (Dahl et al. 2005; Teer and Mullikin 2010).  

The most widely used method for population scaling is called Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR). The PCR 

process relies on thermal cycling, where the differences in the temperature of the solution can trigger either 

the separation of the DNA double helix (denaturation) or the synthetization of the single strands, producing 

exponential scalability. While the solution is cooling down, primers are able to bind to the single strands 

serving as a starting point for replication. The synthetization is carried out by the DNA polymerase, which 

extends the primer by adding nucleotides complementary to the opposing strand. (Ochman, Gerber, and Hart 

1988) Since its invention, several further advancements extended its efficiency or usability, for instance, the 

development of the PCR Multiplex, PCR Emulsion, PCR Bridges, or the Inversion PCR. PCR Multiplex is 

utilized by most of the targeted capture methods as it enables the amplification of several different target 

fragments simultaneously within a single experiment. (Goodwin, McPherson, and McCombie 2016) While 

during amplification with PCR Emulsion one of the complementary primers is used to capture the target 

sequence and the other is to seize the abandoned replicated fragment after denaturation, in the case of PCR 

Bridges, the strands remain immobilized, therefore they bind to their neighboring primers forming the shape 

of bridges. (Mertes et al. 2011) Finally, Inversion PCR used to amplify the unknown flanking region of a 

specified sequence, therefore it can be used for targeted capture as well (Ochman, Gerber, and Hart 1988). 

 

Figure 6 Abstract representation of PCR Emulsion (a) and PCR Bridges (b) techniques. (Leong, Skinner, and Love 2014) 

In addition to the PCR methods, another popular amplification strategy involves the utilization of DNA 

nanoballs, which operates through a process called the rolling cycle replication. This process starts by attaching 

primers, which are complementary to each other, to both of the terminations of the target sequence, therefore 

enabling the strand to circularize. Once the DNA polymerase synthesized the initial fragment, it is released 

and the replicated sequence can be used in the following cycle, creating thousands of DNA circles that 

ultimately form a DNA nanoball (Porreca 2010). 
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Figure 7 Abstract representation of the rolling cycle replication used during the DNA Nano-ball amplification (Staff 2009). 

However, considering that these amplification processes utilizing solely the necessary materials for the 

replication of the target nucleotide sequences, they neglect their epigenomic properties such as the methylation 

or histone profile, which have been recognized to have complex regulatory effects on the genomic information 

itself as well. (Kahvejian, Quackenbush, and Thompson 2008) Although methods for recognizing these 

characteristics exist, such as the Methylation Specific PCR (Herman et al. 1996), sequencing approaches that 

do not require any sample amplification have been developed as well, which can reduce the overall complexity 

of the sequencing process. 

2.3.2. Sequencing Technologies 

Once the preferred DNA sequences are prepared, their nucleotides can be sequenced through several different 

solutions. These technologies are usually distributed by the literature into district categories considering their 

generations. The first generation initiated the sequencing revolution in the 1970s with short sequence reads1 

and limited throughput2 features. Despite their remarkable accuracies at the time and contribution to mapping 

the first human genome, their commercialization was not possible due to their related significant costs and 

time expenses. From the mid-2000s, a new wave of disruption emerged based on the previous era’s findings 

and on the introduction of massive parallelization, which methods collectively are usually referred as the next-

generation. This period showed the rich development of different sequencing approaches, which all carry 

similar features regarding their short reads and high throughputs. (Goodwin, McPherson, and McCombie 2016) 

The latter property decreased the price of sequencing a whole genome by greater orders of magnitude than the 

anticipated logarithmic trend of Moore’s Law, from around a hundred million dollars in 2001 to only a 

thousand dollars by 2015, enabling the rise of several new markets and applications in the biotechnology 

industry. (NHGRI 2019a) Finally, the formation of a new generation could have been seen in sight since the 

mid-2010s, which aims to overcome the inherent disadvantages derived from the short reads (e.g.: the accuracy 

                                                      
1 Amount of nucleotide bases of a sequence, which can be analyzed by the sequencer 
2 Amount of sequences analyzed at a given time 
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of reassembly) by providing techniques to analyze significantly longer sequences (Goodwin, McPherson, and 

McCombie 2016). 

However, the association of technologies to generations might be misleading, as currently there is no consensus 

on a single category or sequencing technique that would be superior in solving all the possible use cases with 

the greatest efficiency. Therefore, in order to understand the currently available sequencer machines' inherent 

advantages, disadvantages, and unexploited opportunities, their fundamental sequence detection approaches 

are presented in the following.  

2.3.2.1. First Generational Sequencing 

First generational sequencers utilize the concept of sequencing by chain termination, which invention is usually 

associated with Frederick Sanger, as his technique realized the first relatively wide adoption. Nevertheless, the 

contribution of Allan Maxam and Walter Gilbert, who developed a similar method in the same year, should 

not be uncredited. In general, the sequencing by chain termination methods exploits the equation regarding the 

correlation between the size of a DNA fragment and its velocity in polarized liquids. Therefore, in the case of 

four parallel experiments, corresponding to the four nucleotide bases, randomly selected sub-sequences can 

reveal the original order of the target sequence. While the Maxam-Gilbert technique produces these sub-

sequences by cleaving the amplified targets at random locations, based on which experiment they are in (e.g.: 

experiment A includes the cleavage of only the A nucleotides), the Sanger method utilizes DNA polymerases 

that replicate the targets with complementary deoxynucleotides (dNTPs) until they are blocked by modified 

terminator nucleotides, called dideoxynucleotides (ddNTPs). Once the experiments produce enough sub-

fragments, those are placed into polarized acrylamide gel, where the smaller sequences can reach the 

experiments’ detectors faster. Therefore, the combined experiments produce a pattern that can reveal the 

original DNA sequence. (Maxam and Gilbert 1977; Sanger, Nicklen, and Coulson 1977) The descendants of 

this technology are usually referred as capillary-based electrophoresis sequencers due to their advancement 

regarding replacing the resource-consuming process of separating the fragments in electrophoresis gel with 

acrylic-fiber capillaries (Applied Biosystems 2009). 
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Figure 8 Abstract representation of the Sanger sequencing. Replacing the ddNTPs with cleavages results in the Maxam-Gilber 

sequencing. (Aryal 2018) 

While the Maxam-Gilbert approach has been deprecated due to their complexity, Sanger sequencing is 

modernized with automation and digital output analysis and is still used today for specific scenarios, 

particularly in sensitive medical applications, where the priority is the specificity of relatively longer 

sequences. This is due to its substantially longer read capability of around 500-1000 basepairs compare to the 

25-75 base-pairs associated with the next generational techniques. The major issue with those short reads is 

their accuracy limitation regarding the assembly of longer consecutive sequences that have structural variants 

and complex rearrangements, such as deletions, inversions or translocations (Shendure, Porreca, and Church 

2008). 

2.3.2.2. Next Generational Sequencing 

In contrary to the first generation, where the fragments traveled through capillary systems, next generational 

techniques organize them into a large number of detection clusters, which enable their parallel sequencing, 

thus removing the throughput constraint. These clusters include groups of DNA templates in close spatial 

proximity, which were generated either through the described bead-based or solid-phase amplification 

techniques, for instance, PCR Emulsion and PCR Bridges respectively. (Goodwin, McPherson, and McCombie 

2016) The major difference that distinguishes the members of this generation is based on how the immobilized 

target sequences are replicated, which categorizes them into either sequencing-by-hybridization (SBH) or 

sequencing-by-ligation (SBL) techniques. In addition, variances between their sub-categories correspond to 

the nature of the emitted secondary signals that are captured by the sequencer’s detector, which are usually 

light production by pyrophosphates or pH level change by Hydrogen ions. 
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The SBH techniques utilize DNA polymerases to synthesize complementary fragments to the templates by 

hybridizing modified nucleotides such as dNTPs or ddNTPs, used at Sanger sequencing. The four labeled 

dNTPs and ddNTPs emit distinguishable chemical signals at their incorporation, encoding their origin, which 

is detectable by the sequencer’s sensors. In the case that each of the four dNTPs is added incrementally in 

order to differentiate between the four possible signals, the method is called Single-nucleotide Addition (SNA). 

In contrast, when all of the four terminator ddNTPs are added to the solution simultaneously, the technique is 

called Cyclic Reversible Termination (CRT). After each cycle the unbounded molecules are washed away in 

both cases, enabling the transparent analysis for the next iteration. (Goodwin, McPherson, and McCombie 

2016). 

 

Figure 9 Abstract representation of the Cyclic Reversible Termination (CRT) process within the sequencing-by-hybridization (SBH) 

family. (Hartsough and Mroz, 2019) 

Contrary to the SBH, the SBL techniques involve the utilization of DNA ligases that can replicate the original 

fragment by incrementally attaching (ligating) labeled short sequences (probes) to them. During the ligation, 

a signal is produced that represents an encoded nucleotide at a specific location on the probe. Once the ligation 

finishes, the complementary strand is removed to enable a new iteration with shifted parameters. Therefore, 

the signals produced during these cycles cover the complete nucleotide sequence of the initial fragment 

required for its reengineering (Huang et al. 2012). 
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Figure 10 Abstract representation of the sequencing-by-ligation process. (Voelkerding, Dames, and Durtschi 2009) 

Although these next generational techniques realized high throughput sequencing by shifting the bottleneck 

from the capacity of experiments to the detection specificities of the sensors, they significantly reduced their 

average sequencing reads to around 25-75 base pairs. Due to this limited read capability, their accuracies 

regarding the detection of the structural variations of the genome decreased substantially. (Goodwin, 

McPherson, and McCombie 2016) In order to solve this recognition issue, creative solutions have been 

developed on top of these technologies, as well as brand new approaches initiated, which are associated as the 

third generational methods. 

2.3.2.3. Third Generational Sequencing 

As humanity’s knowledge about our genomes increased significantly, particularly due to the technological 

advancements of next generational sequencers, it becomes apparent that the DNA is more complex than 

initially thought. It has been found that they include far more structural variations, which influence on diseases 

formation, evolution and adaption in individuals is also more severe than previously thought (Goodwin, 

McPherson, and McCombie 2016; McCarroll and Altshuler 2007; Mirkin 2007; Stankiewicz and Lupski 

2010). Therefore, the development of detection techniques that are specialized for orders of magnitudes longer 

sequence reads, which can detect these structural variations in their raw sequence reads, have been reasonable. 

These approaches are able to sequence thousands of kilobases compare to the upper limit of one kilobase 

typical to the antecedent generations. This can be achieved either through the intrinsic detection processes or 

through the artificial short-read reassembly solutions of these sequencers. The former category is referred as 

Single-molecule Long-read Sequencing (SMLRS) and the latter as Synthetic Sequencing. (Goodwin, 

McPherson, and McCombie 2016) 

Two of the most promising SMLRS techniques available today approach the production of these long reads 

by either utilizing immobilized DNA polymerases attached to the surface of flow cells, which serves as a 
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microscope capable of detecting the emitted signals during the synthetization of added dNTPs or by detecting 

the electromagnetic traits left behind by sequences traveling through protein nanopores. The former solution 

is called as Single-molecule Real-time (SMRT) sequencing, while the latter as Nanopore sequencing. In 

contrast, the Synthetic approach implements the short read capability of the previous generation’s SBH 

technique, however, with integrating a barcode system into the incumbent clusters that partitions the fragments 

before sequencing, therefore enabling the recombination of the larger regions. (Eid et al. 2009; Goodwin, 

McPherson, and McCombie 2016) 

 

Figure 11 Abstract representations of the Single-molecule Long-read Sequencing (SMLRS). (a) Single-molecule real-time (SMRT) 

sequencing, (b) Nanopore sequencing. (Goodwin, McPherson, and McCombie 2016) 

Furthermore, a recent innovation in nanotechnology might substitute the biological protein pores with 

graphene pore solutions, which could increase the system’s reliability, while decreasing its relevant expenses 

considering the sharply falling manufacturing costs of the material. (Heerema and Dekker 2016) The advantage 

of this technology is further enhanced by the introduction of its portable and modular cells, where the former 

has the potential to create a completely new market for field applications, while the latter could enable the 

realization of ultra-high throughputs. Moreover, in addition to the recognition capability of genomic structural 

variants, due to the inherent long reads of the SMLRS techniques, they provide a well-fit framework for de 

novo sequencing as well, where a reference genome is not available for supporting the reassembly of short 

reads. (van Dijk et al. 2018) Nevertheless, the Synthetic approach has its severe advantages as well due to their 

integration of an existing and well-studied infrastructure that might increase their adoption rate significantly. 

(Goodwin, McPherson, and McCombie 2016) 
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2.4. Genome Analysis 

As the economic and technological barriers of the genome sequencing industry have fallen sharply with the 

introduction of high-throughput sequencers as well as their analysis become feasible thanks to the remarkable 

advancements that the information technology field has seen, a new era of bioinformatics and genomic insights 

could have started. With the increased availability of genomic information, the opportunity for analyzing the 

functional importance of the genome has been improved substantially, which is known to be vitally important 

for human health as its variations are highly likely to cause pathological conditions. In order to understand 

better these functional networks, various fields of studies emerged on top of genomics such as the previously 

described field of epigenomics as well as the studies of proteomics3 and interactomics4. (Gasperskaja and 

Kučinskas 2017) Although a comprehensive functional analysis requires the combination of all these areas, it 

has been shown by several researchers that the understanding of biological pathways underlying the polygenic 

diseases and traits is approachable through focusing solely on the genomic variations of a given population. 

This relatively new way of identifying genes involved in disease formation is referred as the Genome-wide 

Association Studies (GWAS). (Hirschhorn 2009; National Institute of Health (NIH) 2020b) 

GWA studies focus on the 0.1% genetic difference existing between human genomes, which sequence 

variations are considered as the major reason for phenotype mutations carried by individuals. These genetic 

variants are known as single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). It is estimated that they occur once in every 

1,000 nucleotides, which represents approximately four to five million SNPs considering the whole genome. 

(National Institute of Health (NIH) 2020b) Most of these SNPs do not affect health or development and play 

a more valuable role in evolutionary and ancestry analyses. However, many of them have been proven to be 

crucial in drug response, susceptibility to environmental risks or tendency to develop particular severe diseases, 

which are usually submitted to The Single Nucleotide Polymorphism Database (dbSNP). (National Center for 

Biology Information (NCBI) 2020) Therefore, the understanding of their functional mechanisms has the 

potential to prevent severe medical consequences by developing novel diagnostic tools and by designing highly 

effective treatments for their associated diseases (D. N. Cooper et al. 2013; Gasperskaja and Kučinskas 2017; 

Strachan and Read 2018).  Although their identification in both coding and non-coding regions has become a 

routine, scientists are still facing a significant challenge in understanding their involvement in these specific 

pathogenic traits. (Gasperskaja and Kučinskas 2017) 

The major limitation and critics regarding the efficiency of recognizing these functional networks by GWA 

studies are derived from its observational nature. (Hirschhorn 2009) Generally, GWAS associates specific 

                                                      
3 Proteomics is the large-scale study of proteomes. A proteome is a set of proteins produced in an organism, system, or 

biological context.” (The European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI) 2011) 
4 “The interactome is the whole set of molecular interactions that occur within a particular cell.”(Yan et al. 2018) 

Interactomics is the study of interactomes. 
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SNPs to predefined diseases by analyzing the complete genotypes (the 0.1% variation) of many individuals 

without any educational guesses or target bias. These participants are distributed into at least two groups, which 

represents the different phenotype classes of a trait (e.g.: blue and brown colors of the eye color phenotype), 

where the functional associations are defined by measuring the frequency alterations of the individual SNPs 

between these groups. In the case that the frequency of an SNP exceeds a specified threshold, it is considered 

to mark a region on the genome that might influence the examined phenotype. (National Institute of Health 

(NIH) 2020b) Therefore, it is apparent that this method neglects any further genomic aspects on top of 

statistical significance. Nevertheless, revealing regions of interests have already proved its potential to reduce 

substantially the relevant research expenses as well as these deficiencies can be greatly reduced through various 

additional complementary solutions. (Hirschhorn 2009) 

Regarding GWAS limitations, the first consideration is that haplotypes5 of genes might be inherited together 

more or less frequently than it would be expected by natural randomness, in which non-random associations 

are referred to linkage-disequilibrium. (Goode 2011) This phenomenon influences the statistical outcome of a 

GWAS analysis as it might point to locations that are not relevant to the specified phenotype formation. 

Moreover, it was revealed that due to the demographic origins of populations, the examined haplotypes or 

haplotype groups might be completely missing, which might decrease further the reliability of such analysis. 

(Jorgensen et al. 2002) However, for this reason, haplotype networks (e.g.: International HapMap Project) and 

demographic considerations can be used to avoid their statistical impact. (HapMap Project 2003) Furthermore, 

two other limitations of GWA studies are that they tend to underperform in cases of phenotypes with complex 

and non-linear genetic markers as well as the exponential computational expenses required for executing such 

association studies derives adoption constraints. Besides, the assessment of rare genetic variants might be 

infeasible without a sufficient amount of instances. (Llinares-López et al. 2015) However, these issues are 

quite similar to the advantages of advanced machine learning and data preparation algorithms that also consider 

time and space complexities, which areas are still relatively unexploited by researchers. Therefore, in the 

following sections, these algorithms are being described, which are also used during the development of the 

conceptualized software library under the Application part.  

2.4.1. Analysis Algorithms 

(J. McCarthy 2007), the founder of Artificial Intelligence (AI), describes AI as “the science and engineering 

of making intelligent machines, especially intelligent computer programs”, whereas we refer to intelligence as 

“the computational part of the ability to achieve goals in the world”. Machine Learning, which is considered 

as a subset of AI, has multiple algorithms that utilize a variety of statistical, optimization and probabilistic 

methods that aid to discover useful patterns, based on large unstructured or structured datasets. Furthermore, 

this technology has also the ability to learn from past experiences and classify certain tasks (Mitchell 1997). 

                                                      
5 Combination of alleles (nucleotide pairs) for different SNPs on the same chromosome 
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All in all, we can categorize machine learnings algorithms into two categories, namely “supervised machine 

learning” and “unsupervised machine learning”. For supervised learning, the user provides the algorithm a 

variety of inputs and the desired output, and the algorithm tries to construct rules and procedures that produce 

the desired output based on the given input (Müller and Guido 2017). Unlike supervised learning, the 

unsupervised machine learning algorithms accept only input values and the goal is to find patterns and clusters 

in the given input values (Müller and Guido 2017). 

Multiple machine learning algorithms were constructed and researched by scholars; however, every algorithm 

has its benefits and flaws, in terms of performance and speed. (Uddin et al. 2019) came to a similar conclusion. 

They analyzed multiple papers, who have applied more than one supervised machine learning algorithms on 

single disease prediction. As a result, Support Vector Machine and Naïve Bayes were frequently used, however 

in terms of accuracy Random Forrest was the best.  

Before we describe and analyze various algorithms, it should be noted that supervised machine learning 

algorithms can again be divided into two categories. On the one hand, regression models are used to predict 

continuous values whereas, on the other hand, classification models are utilized for the prediction of categorical 

data. Further on, every regression model can be transformed into a classification model and vice versa.  

2.4.1.1. k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) 

The k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) model is considered as one of the simplest supervised machine learning 

algorithms. The kNN assumes that similar instances exist in proximity. The model identifies the data points in 

the training set and places the new instances the closest to those existing ones, which are the most similar in 

their explanatory variables. To calculate the data points' similarity, Euclidean distance is calculated for every 

point. Finally, the new instance is labeled after considering the average distance of the closest neighbors, which 

number can be specified arbitrarily (Müller and Guido 2017). Generally, a small number of neighbors in a 

model results in a more complex model, whereas a high number of neighbors in a model results in a less 

complex model (Müller and Guido 2017). As an extreme example: if the number of neighbors is set to 1, then 

the decision boundaries are close to the dataset. However, if we consider all data points in the training set, then 

all predictions would be the same since each test point would have exactly the same number of neighbors. This 

means it would predict the class which is the most frequent in the training dataset. From this we can conclude 

that finding the optimal k value, which represents the number of nearest neighbors, should be a balancing 

trade-off between over- and underfitting. One of the key benefits of this model is, it is very easy to understand 

and usually gives solid results. Building the model is also very fast, however, the downside is, if the training 

set is too large, due to the number of features or samples, the prediction could be very slow and inaccurate 

(Müller and Guido 2017). Nonetheless, as a baseline model, the kNN algorithm is a good starting point.    
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2.4.1.2. Ridge 

Ridge classifier is a form of the linear classifier which utilizes the formula for ordinary least squares. Generally, 

linear models that are utilized for classification, the linear function is used as a decision boundary of the input. 

For example, a binary linear classifier would separate two classes by using a line, plane, or a hyperplane. What 

separates Ridge from traditional linear classifiers is that the coefficients are not only chosen to predict the 

training results but also add additional constraints (Müller and Guido 2017). It is important that each feature 

should have a low effect on the outcome while the model should still make good predictions. In other words, 

it means that the coefficients should be closer to 0 so that each coefficient has a low impact on the outcome. 

This constraint is known as l2 regularisation and it is a method to restrict the model from overfitting the data 

to a large extent. Therefore, Ridge makes a compromise between the simplicity of the model and how well it 

performs (Müller and Guido 2017). The intensity of the regulation can be defined by the variable alpha in the 

sci-kit learn library. This regularization parameter controls how strongly the coefficients are pushed to 0. As 

an example, if the alpha value is high, the intensity of regularization is also high and vice versa. 

2.4.1.3. Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (Lasso) 

Lasso is an alternative to Ridge, as Lasso also places constraints on the coefficients to be as close to zero as 

possible. However, this is enforced by the sum of the absolute value of the coefficients, as a penalty term. 

Thereby, the difference between Ridge and Lasso lies in the fact that Lasso shrinks the less important 

coefficients to precisely zero, and they will, therefore, be ignored by the model. The strength of this is that it 

can highlight the most important features of the model (Müller and Guido 2017). This technique is coined as 

the l1 regularization method. Lasso is especially helpful if the number of features must be reduced. However, 

if the regularization technique is applied too aggressively, hence the alpha value is too high, the model might 

underfit, due to the fact that too many features were neglected. This means, the right balance between 

overfitting and underfitting, must be evaluated.  

2.4.1.4. Decision Tree (DT) 

DT learning is one of the most widely used and practical methods for approximating discrete-valued target 

functions, in which the learned function is represented by a tree-structured model (G. F. Cooper et al. 1997). 

This tree is made up of interior nodes, terminal nodes, and branches emanating from the interior nodes (Provost 

and Fawcett 2013). Typically, building a DT model will continue until all leaves are pure, however, according 

to (Müller and Guido 2017) can often lead to a very complex and highly overfit model. To prevent overfitting 

in the model there are two common approaches. Either Pre-pruning which means stopping the three early or 

post-pruning which means collapsing all the nodes containing limited information. An example of pre-pruning 

is limiting the maximum depth of the tree. 
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2.4.1.5. Random Forest (RF) 

RF is another type of classification tree, introduced as an additional layer of randomness to (Breiman 1996) 

Bagging algorithm (Breiman 2001). The RF is built by an ensemble of Decision Trees, usually by using the 

Bagging method, and ultimately are merged through voting functions to be able to achieve significantly more 

accurate and stable prediction models. The generalization error of a forest of tree classifiers depends on the 

strength of the individual trees in the forest and the correlation between them. As the name already indicates, 

randomness is achieved by creating different DT with different samples or features. This is accomplished by 

selecting a subset of samples or selecting a subset of features. Hence, every tree will be different and overfit 

differently. This also means, every tree functions, predicts and overfits in a different manner. A big advantage 

is, overfitting can be reduced if we take the average of the prediction results (Müller and Guido 2017). RF 

usually performs better than DT and does not require much of pruning, however, for non-experts, the DT 

algorithm is better, since the decision-making process in DT can be represented lucidly.    

2.4.1.6. Gradient Boosted Trees (XGB) 

XGB is another classification method that comprises multiple decision trees to create a powerful model. In 

contrast to the RF approach, multiple Decision Trees are stacked upon each other (in a serial manner), with the 

aim to correct the “failure rate” of the predecessor Tree (Müller and Guido 2017). Unlike RF, there is no 

randomization in XGBs, instead strong pre-pruning methods are utilized. Apart from pre-pruning, the learning 

rate (how aggressively each tree corrects the mistake of the previous one) and the number of trees in the 

ensemble can be adjusted. The higher the learning rate and the number of trees, the more complex the model 

becomes.  In general, this method is quite compact and efficient, since each DT is very shallow and has a max 

depth of five. Overall, the key concept is to combine many shallow DTs (simple models), where each tree 

provides a good prediction on the sub-part of the data. If more and more trees are added to the entire model, 

the performance will increase iteratively (Müller and Guido 2017).   

2.4.1.7. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

An ANN is a type of machine learning model that depicts artificial neurons. These usually contain multiple 

inputs (input types can vary) that constitute a single neuron. In figure 12, we delineate a “perceptron” which 

is a simplified variant of a neuron. The perceptron has three input values (x1, x2, x3), three weight values (w1, 

w2, w3), and one output.  

 

Figure 12 Perceptron with three inputs and one output (Basics of Multilayer Perceptron - A Simple Explanation of Multilayer 

Perceptron 2018) 
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With the weights, the importance of every input value is expressed. In order to calculate the output value, we 

must take the weighted sum of the inputs and see if a certain threshold has been exceeded. If the threshold is 

exceeded, the output value is 1, else it is 0:  

 

Figure 13 Threshold representation
 
(Badhauria 2019) 

If the ANN consists only of perceptrons, the output would be binary. This means the perceptron would be fully 

activated or not activated. This in turn means, small changes in the neural network cause a perceptron to flip 

from activated to not activated. However, the aim is to gradually tweak the model and not in a radical manner 

(Nielsen 2015). To overcome this issue, the concept of an activation function was introduced. The aim is to 

simulate a real brain neuron with a mathematical activation function. The more positive the output value is, 

the more activated the neuron will become and vice versa. There are multiple activation functions that are 

utilized for constructing ANN. The rectified linear unit (ReLu) activation function is the most used activation 

function for hidden and input layers. As an input parameter, it takes the weighted sum of the input values and 

returns 0, if the weighted sum is negative. However, if the weighted sum is positive, the activation function 

returns the same positive value. Better performance can be achieved with the leaky ReLu activation function 

that adds a negative slope to the ReLu function as (Xu et al. 2015) approves in his empirical study. To be more 

specific, if the weighted sum is negative, the leaky ReLu function does not return the value 0 but a slightly 

negative value. For the output layer, the sigmoid activation function or softmax function is utilized, depending 

on the classification task. If a multiclass classifier is built, the softmax function, which is a modified version 

of the sigmoid function, is appropriate. Otherwise, for binary tasks, the sigmoid function is sufficient.  

An ANN consists of multiple neurons, which are linked together as illustrated in figure 14. The first column 

of neurons is coined as the input layer. As the name indicates, input values are propagated through this layer. 

The input layer is convoluted to the second layer (hidden layer 1) and the second layer is connected to the third 

layer (hidden layer 2). If an ANN has more than one hidden layer, we call this entire construct a Deep Neural 

Network. Hidden layers reside in-between input and output layers and allow for the neural network to solve 

more complex problems, while typically increasing the time it takes to produce an output (Malik 2019). For 

image, video or speech classification, usually more than two hidden layers are utilized. For any other task, a 

maximum of two hidden layers is sufficient. The number of neurons in the hidden layers could be chosen 

arbitrarily, however it is best practice to construct an ANN like a funnel. For example, the first hidden layer 

has 4 perceptrons, the second one 3 and the last one 2. The last hidden layer is thus always connected to an 

output layer. For a classification task, the number of neurons in the output layer matches the number of classes 

that need to be classified. For binary classification, it also sufficient to use one neuron, instead of two.  
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There are multiple ways in which the neural network layers can be connected. Figure 14 delineates a 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Here, every layer is only connected to the succeeding layer. If the 

hidden layers would be connected to previous and succeeding layers, the construct would be a Recursive 

Neural Network (RNN) (Umezawa 2018). RNNs are mostly used in Natural Language Processing since they 

consider the order of the input values. In addition, deploying an RNN model would also require more 

processing power than we currently possess, because more layer connections must be processed. Generally, 

fine-tuning an ANN requires time and processing power for decent results, therefore for prototyping a basic 

version of ANN will be constructed.  

 

Figure 14 Artificial Neural Network with input, hidden and output layer
 
(En 2019) 

2.4.2. Feature Selection Algorithm 

Feature selection methods help not only to select “best” features from a given dataset but also reduce the 

complexity and thereby improve the overall quality of the supervised machine learning model. Which feature 

selection method is appropriate, depends strongly on the dataset. Some feature selection methods are already 

in-built in machine learning algorithms, such as in Lasso or Random Forest. Other filtering methods are based 

on statistical approaches. This means the data is pre-filtered before propagating through the algorithm.  

A prominent example is the mutual information selection method, which functions particularly good for 

continuous and discrete data (Cover and Thomas 2006). This approach has its roots from the information 

theory and is also linked to Claude Shannon’s Entropy approach (Kraskov, Stögbauer, and Grassberger 2004). 

Generally, entropy (H) can be defined as “a measure of uncertainty of a random variable (Vergara and Estévez 

2014)”.  Further on, the uncertainty is directly linked to the probability of occurrence of a certain event (ibid). 

From the equation below, we can assume, the entropy is high when each event has the same probability of 

occurrence and the entropy is low when the probability differs. In this equation H stands for entropy, xi for a 

random variable from a finite Set X and the symbol P is for Probability.  
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Equation 1 Shannon Claude Entropy Equation 

If we compare, the Entropy equation with the mutual information equation, we can see clearly a link. Therefore 

the formal definition is: “The mutual information I(X; Y) is the relative entropy between the joint distribution 

and the product distribution P(x)P(y) (Cover and Thomas 2006). In other words, mutual information measures 

the amount of information one random variable has about the other variable.  

  

Equation 2 Mutual Information equation for two jointly discrete random variables X and Y 

It should be noted that this equation is only for discrete random variables. For continuous random variables, 

the Sigma symbol will be substituted with integrals. 

2.4.3. The Business Benefits of Artificial Intelligence 

In the technology section of the research paper, we enlightened the definition of artificial intelligence and 

introduced common machine learning algorithms that are relevant for this thesis. However, the business 

benefits of using AI were not discussed. Therefore, in this section, we will review previous literature work, 

with the focus on the business part of AI. 

AI, especially machine learning has two major benefits. Firstly, with AI we can automate many tasks and 

secondly, technologies equipped with machine learning software are excellent learners and are able to imitate 

human behavior or even outperform them (Brynjolfsson and Mcafee 2017). It is evident that this technology 

has a huge potential since many companies are trying to integrate these into their ecosystem. However, the 

current bottleneck is not the technology itself but in management, implementation, and business imagination 

(ibid). Machine learning algorithms are generally good in perception and cognition. Siri, Alexa, and Google 

Home are examples of voice recognition. They are still not perfect, but they are evolving rapidly and becoming 

better every day (ibid). From this, we can conclude that machine learning systems are not only replacing older 

technologies but are also superior at many tasks that were executed best by humans before. This in turn means, 

the overall efficiency of a firm increases, since machine learning algorithms are able to make better decisions 

and enable new possibilities. More efficiency also means cost reduction and more free up time for other 

creative activities (Davenport and Ronanki 2018). This leaves many employees pondering whether AI will 

substitute their work and the result will be unemployment. However, (Davenport and Ronanki 2018) argue 

that AI does not lead to substantial headcount reduction, but the synergy between humans and AI will increase 
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the overall quality. For instance, humans are still better at socio-economic tasks, such as dealing with patients 

or other stakeholders but combined with AI the experience can be enhanced since AI is able to provide in-

depth information in real-time.  

Unfortunately, besides its promising opportunities, this technology carries some flaws as well. This technology 

strongly relies on data quality and quantity. The better the input data is, the better the output will be. In many 

cases, data is not available or even confidential. In 2018, the new General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) 

were introduced, thereby privacy and ethics become a concerning topic for people and companies, which we 

will focus more on in-depth in the discussion section (GDPR 2016). Another issue in machine learning is, 

some algorithms are opaque and not comprehensive for many people (Brynjolfsson and Mcafee 2017). Even 

if the results are satisfactory, the system might behave in such a manner which is not predictable. Therefore, 

understanding and controlling a system is crucial. As an example, in healthcare, it is vital to understand the 

treatment procedure, in order to avoid unforeseen risks.   

2.5. Genome Engineering 

Biotechnologies for manipulating the genome of organisms have been arising since the discovery of the DNA 

double helix. However, conventional approaches that relied on exploiting homologous recombination (HR) 

through gene interventions or chemical systems could not gain widespread introduction due to their 

complexities and limited use case capabilities. This status quo has been disrupted with the discovery of protein-

based nuclease systems, which include the artificial fusion of naturally occurring site-directed recognition 

modules and cleavage nuclease domains capable of producing Double-Stranded Breaks (DSBs). These 

modular complexes, known as Zinc-finger Nucleases (ZFNs) and Transcription Activator-like Effector 

Nucleases (TALENs), together with a less mentioned enzyme in the family of Homing Endonucleases (HE), 

enabled the modification of target DNA sequences with high specificity and thereby contributed to invaluable 

research knowledge in the field of gene engineering and biology. Although these solutions are still going 

through remarkable advancements, a recent discovery of an RNA-protein based system that is capable of 

exploiting the adaptive immune system of cells, called the CRISPR-Cas system, might provide an opportunity 

for a great leap towards the next generation of genome engineering biotechnologies. In this chapter, each of 

these four solutions are examined at an abstract level with their mechanisms, advantages and disadvantages 

required for their transparent comparisons under the Application chapters. 

2.5.1. Zinc-finger Nuclease (ZFN) 

Zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs) consist of DNA-binding modules that are attached to a Type IIS restriction 

endonuclease called Fok1. While the DNA-binding modules have zinc-finger domains – usually three as 

depicted in Figure 15, which consist of zinc-fingers capable of mediating interactions with triplet nucleotide 

pairs on the genome, the Type IIS restriction enzymes have cleavage sites, which can be used to break up the 

target fragment at an arbitrary location-oriented by these recognition modules. As these cleaving 
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endonucleases are required to operate in pairs in order to cut the DNA (dimerization), two discrete ZFNs are 

required for the double-stranded DNA’s upstream and downstream sequences. The caused double-stranded 

break (DSB) in the genome triggers the DNA reparation functions of the cell, such as the HR or NHEJ 

described under the Introduction to Genomics chapter, which can be exploited to modify the original sequence. 

(Gaj, Gersbach, and Barbas 2013) 

 

Figure 15 Abstract of ZFN: “DNA appears horizontally in black, purple ovals are the Fok1 nuclease domain, and individual 

modules are colored differently to indicate that they recognize different bases.” (Carroll 2014) 

Regarding the specificity of the ZFN complexes, they usually recognize 9 to 18 base-pairs, depending on the 

number of zinc-finger domains, with an additional interspace of 4 to 7 base-pairs required between the Fok1 

domains. The 18-basepair complementarity theoretically can cover the whole genome 22 times (418) in the 

case of random nucleotide occurrence, thereby providing a perfect recognition specificity. (Carroll 2014) 

However, the genome has several repetitive and similar sequences as well as the activation of the cleavage site 

can occur during not perfect protein to DNA bindings too. (Proteintech 2018) Furthermore, the specificity 

greatly depends on the context of usage and the influence of the neighboring zinc-finger domains. (Ramirez et 

al. 2008) Therefore, preceding the implementation of the required ZFN complex, the zinc-finger domains have 

to be analyzed considering the environment of their application and the influence of the neighboring domains. 

For this reason, selection-based approaches such as the oligomerized pool engineering (OPEN) library, which 

takes into account the context-dependent interactions between neighboring fingers, can be used to estimate 

their practical specificity. In addition, other techniques can be used to increase the efficiency of the cleavage 

and to mitigate the possible toxicity of off-target DSBs, which are the utilization of hyperactivated Fok1 

domains (Sharkey), insertion of additional zinc-fingers and the development of zinc-finger nickases 

(ZFNickases). (Gaj, Gersbach, and Barbas 2013) 

While ZFNs were considered as one of the leading technology for genome engineering, all of these 

considerations contributed to its relatively difficult and expensive production, which prevented their 

widespread adoption. However, once the ZFNs are developed, they can be conveniently delivered to the target 

host with the Golden Gate assembly protocol, which encodes the protein complex into a circularized sequence 

(plasmid) that is transcribed in the host’s nucleus. (Adelman, Basu, and Myles 2016) Therefore, as the 
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technology develops further, implying the probable decrease of related expenses, this approach might still be 

competitive to provide significantly effective solutions for specific, well-studied applications. 

2.5.2. Transcription Activator-like Effector Nuclease (TALEN) 

The Transcription Activator-like Effector protein had been found in the genome of a plant-pathogenic bacteria, 

which when transcribed in the infected cell’s nucleus are capable of regulating its genes to promote the 

infection. It was revealed that the TALE protein is composed of a series of 30-40 amino-acid domains of which 

each can recognize a single nucleotide of the genome compares to the triplet recognition domains of ZFN. 

(Gaj, Gersbach, and Barbas 2013) Once the TALE’s recognition capability was discovered, the nearly two 

decades of pioneering work on ZFN made it unequivocal to fuse it with the Fok1 cleavage endonuclease 

domain in order to create a complex for targeted gene manipulation, known as TALEN. However, due to the 

Fok1’s dimerization requirement, two TALENS modules targeting the upstream and downstream strands of 

the double helix were necessary to achieve DSBs. (Carroll 2014) 

 

Figure 16 Abstract of TALEN: “DNA appears horizontally in black, purple ovals are the Fok1 nuclease domain, and individual 

modules are colored differently to indicate that they recognize different bases.” (Carroll 2014) 

Due to the structured nature of DNA with its repetitive regions, TALEN’s recognition modules are considered 

to be more specific than ZFN’s half-length modules. Such long repeating DNA binding sites are expected to 

be found rarely, which significantly decreases its off-target activity that might result in toxic derivatives such 

as the previously mentioned cell death. (Davis 2014) Moreover, one TALE domain is restricted to recognize 

only one nucleotide, therefore the complex’s customization for different target segments is more convenient 

than in the case of the triplet domains of ZFN, where the neighbors also affect each other’s specificity. 

(Proteintech 2018) This advantage is well represented by the construction of a scaled TALEN library in 2013 

consisting of approximately 19.000 targetable protein-coding genes. (Kim et al. 2013) However, the major 

limitation of TALENs recognition capability, on which there is consensus in the literature, is that the binding 

sites should start with a T base on the genome. (Gaj, Gersbach, and Barbas 2013) In addition, TALEN’s activity 

is greatly sensitive to methylation that can be found on the genome’s promoter and protein-coding regions, 

which have to be considered as a constraint for target selection. (Davis 2014) 
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2.5.3. Homing Endonucleases (HE) 

Homing Endonucleases (HE) or Meganucleases, can be distributed into four or five families, based on their 

sequence and structure motifs, of which the most studied and adopted to gene editing applications is known as 

the LAGLIDADG protein family. (Belfort 1997) These proteins can be found in most of the bacterial cells, 

usually encoded within introns or inteins where they facilitate the splicing of those regions to trigger HR for 

domain replication, called the homing process. Even though they do not have separated recognition and 

cleavage domains as the ZFN or TALEN, they could be utilized for sequence editing applications due to their 

recognition capabilities of 12 to 40 base pairs and cleavage functions. (Silva et al. 2011) 

 

Figure 17 Abstract of LAGLIDADG Homing Endonuclease's (LHE) symmetric variant, called I-CreI. (Chevalier, Monnat, and 

Stoddard 2005) 

The meganuclease field has been exploded when scientists revealed that they could be fused with various 

hybrid proteins, allowing their programmability for recognizing different target DNA sequences. However, in 

order to be able to exploit the full potential of such library generations that could cover most of the human 

genome, advanced computational methods capable of analyzing the novel structures complex effects on the 

DNA are required. This impediment might be overcome with the adoption of quantum computation, which is 

specialized for the analysis of such complex molecular interactions. Nevertheless, meganucleases have been 

widely adopted by the scientific community and enabled the understanding of the DNA repair mechanisms in 

greater detail as well as laid the foundation for most of the major gene engineering strategies. (Silva et al. 

2011) Furthermore, thanks to decades of research and advancement, the LAGLIDADG homing endonucleases 

(LHEs) can compete with other technologies in specific use cases due to its tightly coupled cognate site 

recognition, double and single-stranded cleavage capabilities and its relatively small structure that can be 

encoded into short reading frames deriving its efficient delivery into the target cells.  (Stoddard 2011) 

2.5.4. Clustered Regularly Interspaced Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) 

The most recent discovery that caused one of the greatest ripple effects in the field of genetic engineering is 

attributable to the exploitation of the Clustered Regularly Interspaced Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) adaptive 
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immune system, which is used widely among bacteria and archaea to recognize and eliminate invading viral 

genomes. (Sorek, Lawrence, and Wiedenheft 2013) The CRISPR itself represents a specific region in the 

bacterial genome, where short, exactly sized (28-37 base-pairs) and palindromic nucleotide sequences are 

repeated close to each other, separated by interspaced sequences (32-38 base-pairs). As it was revealed, these 

interspaced regions are actually storing information of previously invaded infectious phages as a memory, and 

in a greater system, with the combination of other enzymes and proteins, are used to recognize and eliminate 

congruent intruders. (Reis et al. 2014) This complete process is known as the CRISPR-Cas system and its 

inherent recognition and cleavage capabilities could be re-engineered to be used for customizable genomic 

target modifications. 

Depending on the origin of the bacterial cell, the CRISPR system has three types, which are I, II, and III. Each 

type starts with the same process called Spacer Acquisition, during which the infectious genome of the intruder 

phage is broken down to fragments and a piece of it is inserted into the place of the spacer DNA sequence. In 

the second stage, this incorporated viral sequence (guide RNA) with its adjacent CRISPR region is transcribed 

into mRNA and is processed by various enzymes to create CRISPR-RNAs (crRNAs). These crRNAs final 

structures and the incumbent enzymes differ between types of bacterial systems. The constructed crRNAs are 

integrated into Cas proteins in order to form a complex, which is capable of recognizing the complementary 

genomic sequence of new infectors via the crRNA as well as to break them into fragments, thus naturalizing 

them, via the Cas endonuclease. (Doudna and Charpentier 2014) 

 

Figure 18 Abstract of CRISPR-Cas9 System 

From the three types of CRISPR systems, Type II proved to be the most efficient one, therefore, has been 

adopted in the field of gene engineering. As the Cas protein that integrates the crRNA in the Type II system is 

called Cas9, the widely recognized complex is addressed as CRISPR-Cas9. This system has a significant 

advantage compared to the previously described techniques regarding its manufacturing efficiency and target 

selection convenience. (Doudna and Charpentier 2014) First, the production for customizable targets requires 

only the design of the complementary guide RNAs – and a DNA Repair template, when the objective is to 
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insert a new sequence into the target via the HE repair function - as the Cas protein remains the same throughout 

applications. Second, only a single complex is required to produce single or double-stranded breaks on the 

DNA compared to the two modules of ZFNs and TALENs, therefore reducing the knowledge needed for target 

selection. Moreover, designing such sequences is based on the well understood DNA-RNA complementarity, 

therefore the process does not require further special library constructions or target constraint considerations 

compare to ZFN or TALEN respectively. (Reis et al. 2014)Furthermore, the system can be efficiently delivered 

to host cells through a plasmid solution created through the Golden Gate assembly process as well as it is 

capable of targeting multiple regions in parallel thanks to its modular design regarding the guide RNA 

incorporation. However, as this technology is still in its infant phase, it has to overcome several impediments 

in order to become commercially feasible, such as its dependence of protospacer adjacent motifs (PAM) during 

target selection or its significantly higher off-target effects compare to other solutions. (Peng, Lin, and Li 2016) 

3. Methodology 

In this section, the methodological choices and procedures that have been applied in the paper will be 

elaborated. Firstly, the philosophical assumptions, reasoning and research methodology will be delineated. 

Afterwards, the focus will be on data collection and data analysis methods. To be more specific, the utilized 

datasets will be described, data preparation methods explained and lastly limitations of the dataset highlighted. 

Finally, the chapter will entail a quality assessment regarding the validity and reliability of the research strategy 

and the paper.  

3.1. Philosophical Assumption, Logic & Research Strategy 

The underlying philosophical view in this paper is positivism. This research philosophy “relates to the 

philosophical stance of the natural scientist and entails working with an observable social reality to produce 

law-like generalizations” (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2015). Therefore, positivists have a strictly 

structured methodology. Moreover, positivists see the world, organizations, and other social entities as real, in 

the way as natural phenomena and physical objects (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2015). Epistemologically, 

the focus is on discovering observable and measurable facts and regularities, and further on, phenomena that 

are observable and measurable are leading to the production of reliable and meaningful data (Ibid).   

In the literature review section, we delineated Hall & Martin’s radical technology development framework, 

which is built upon Karl Popper’s conjecture-refutation and piecemeal social engineering approach. It is widely 

known that Karl Popper has an ‘extreme’ positivist view (Thornton 2019). Our philosophical stance matches 

in many aspects with Karl Popper’s view, due to the fact we approach problems in a structural manner and try 

to find law like patterns. Since we have a strong technical background, we try to apply the ‘positivist’ 

philosophy in soft science as well. However, we do not consider ourselves as ‘extreme’ positivist, because we 

also accept the fact that in soft science, there is not always one single truth and not every theory can be falsified. 
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Since, we are building a prototype for disease analysis, we will use primarily quantitative data for building the 

prototype and finding law-like patterns. Qualitative data will be primarily used in the literature review section 

for figuring out: state of the art algorithms, the appropriate sequencing and engineering techniques, a matching 

business framework for disruptive biotechnologies, plus highlighting the developments of AI. Further on, 

theory development is mainly deductive for positivist researchers. Existing literature will be used, in order to 

develop a framework for evaluating existing solutions. This framework will be tested and validated, in whole 

or part, or refuted, which leads to further development of the theory that again may be evaluated by future 

research (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2015).  

As a research methodology, we used the design science research framework by (A. R. Hevner et al. 2004). He 

specified seven important guidelines that a design science research must include. Firstly, “a design science 

research must produce a viable artifact in the form of a construct, a model, a method or an instantiation”. 

Secondly, the objective of design science research is to develop technology-based solutions to important and 

relevant business problems.” The third guideline “Design evaluation”, suggests that the quality, utility, efficacy 

of a design artifact must be rigorously tested via well-designed evaluation methods. The fourth guideline, 

which deals with “Research contributions”, recommends, providing clear, concise, and verifiable contributions 

in the areas of the design foundations, design methodologies and design artifact. “Research rigor”, which is 

the fifth guideline, claims that design science research is dependent upon the application of rigorous methods, 

not only in construction but also in the evaluation process. “The search for an effective artifact requires utilizing 

available means to reach desired ends while satisfying laws in the problem environment” (A. R. Hevner et al. 

2004), which is the sixth guideline. Lastly, design science research must be presented in such a manner that 

both business- and technology-oriented will comprehend. 

Figure 19 illustrates the 8 sample questions that help to comply with the 7 guidelines. The 8 questions are as 

follows: 

1. What is the research question (design requirements)? 

2. What is the artifact? How is the artifact represented? 

3. What design process (search heuristic) will be used to build the artifact? 

4. How are the artifact and the design process grounded by the knowledge base? What, if any, theories 

support the artifact design and the design process? 

5. What evaluations are performed during the internal design cycles? What design improvements are 

identified during each design cycle? 

6. How is the artifact introduced into the application environment and how is it field tested? What metrics 

are used to demonstrate artifact utility and improvement over previous artifacts? 

7. What new knowledge is added to the knowledge base and in what form (e.g. peer-reviewed literature, 

meta-artifacts, new theory, new method)? 
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8. Has the research question been satisfactorily addressed?  

It must be noted that these questions are sample questions and the list is not exhaustive. Our aim, throughout 

the paper, is to answer these questions. Further on, these eight questions map directly to the appropriate 

research cycle. Here, we can clearly see the relationship between the guidelines and the research cycles. For 

every design science research, the three design science research cycles are fundamental, due to the fact “key 

insights can be gained” by spotting and understanding them in any design science research project (A. Hevner 

and Chatterjee 2010).           

The first research cycle, the “Relevance Cycle”, links the design science activities with the contextual 

environment of the research paper (Ibid). The aim is to improve the contextual environment, with innovative 

models and artifacts plus the development process. Therefore, the first cycle launches design science research 

with an application context not only to provide the requirements for the research but also to stipulate the 

acceptance criteria after the final evaluation of the research results (Ibid). After the evaluation of the results, it 

will be determined whether more iterations are needed or not. The outcome might be various after the 

evaluation process.  

Secondly, the “Rigor Cycle” bridges the knowledge base of scientific foundations, expertise and experience 

plus meta-artifacts with design science activities. This means, the rigor cycle provides state-of-the-art 

knowledge to the research project, in order to ensure the novelty.      

Lastly, the “Design cycle” connects the main activities of building and evaluating the design processes and 

artifacts of the design science research. The internal design cycle is the core of any design science research 

project (Ibid). A right balance between construction and evaluation must be maintained. This also means, the 

iteration frequency between building and evaluation is high compared with other research cycles. Moreover, 

the evaluation must be done rigorously in a laboratory environment, before releasing the artifact into relevance 

and rigor cycle (Ibid). Otherwise, sufficient artifact development cannot be justified.      
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Figure 19 Design science research checklist by (A. Hevner and Chatterjee 2010) 

The Design Science research methodology started with a preliminary literature review about the current and 

future state of personalized medications as well as about one of its major contributors, the field of genetics. 

Once the opportunities of the personalized genome therapies have been analyzed thoroughly, the genome 

sequencing, analysis and engineering industries with their technologies and histories are examined. Afterward, 

we analyzed stakeholders that will be affected by our desired artifact by using Hall & Martin Stakeholder 

Management framework. For a design science research, it is also crucial to validate whether the projected 

artifact has relevance for the stakeholders, before proceeding to the actual development. By examining and 

analyzing multiple approaches and literature, it becomes clear that contemporary gene therapies have to face 

some challenges such as the intensive treatment cost, particularly involved therapies focusing on rare genetic 

disorders. Based on these contemporary issues, our next step of conducting the paper was to formulate the two 

leading research questions, which we aim to answer throughout this paper. In parallel, we proposed an initiative 

of developing a DNA-sequencing, -analysis and -engineering supply chain that would have to potential to 

significantly mitigate these identified issues. However, due to resource constraints, while for the genome 

analysis unit a tangible product will be developed, regarding its upstream sequencing and downstream 

engineering facets only conceptualized technologies will be selected. 

In order to build a relevant, state-of-the-art artifact, we need to specify some technical requirements which we 

aim to identify by utilizing the Technological Uncertainty aspects of Hall & Martin’s framework. We divided 

the requirements list into two categories. Firstly, we specified the requirements that are vital for the 

stakeholders and secondly, we defined the technical requirements that are needed to build the artifact. As 

mentioned before, stakeholders prefer an affordable, personalized and reliable product. For the artifact per se, 

we needed DNA sample data.  
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To build the artifact, we only used human DNA where the respective phenotype was known. Further on, a 

server that has the capacity to run the analysis software was required. It is important to mention that the 

complete artifact has a tangible and an intangible component. The intangible part of the artifact includes the 

theoretical development of the upstream genome sequencing and downstream genome engineering technology 

selections. The results of this conceptualized process are those two latest sequencer and gene editing 

technologies, which have adequate properties regarding the technical requirements of the predefined 

contemporary issues existing in the genome therapy industry. The foundations of the intangible part of the 

artifact have been built on qualitative sources, which represent the latest scientific findings and technological 

details that are acquired from research papers and official product descriptions respectively. 

The tangible part of the artifact consists a DNA-analysis software, which was written in the Python 

programming language. Further on, we used the rapid application development method, in order to create a 

demonstrable prototype. We must emphasize that we did not have any user feedback during the development 

process, however, we used rigorous evaluation and development methods. As evaluation metrics, the 

“Experimental” approach was utilized. Here, the testing data will be executed in a controlled environment and 

the results meticulously evaluated based on the specified criteria. Our phenotype classifier is based on Artificial 

Intelligence. Usually, machine learning algorithms are tested on the basis of accuracy, precision and recall rate. 

If the results are not satisfactory, adjustments on the software will be made and executed again using the same 

testing data until the results are satisfactory. To guarantee up-to-date development approaches, multiple 

machine learning algorithms from the current knowledge base will be exploited. The best algorithms with the 

right configuration for the respective dataset will be used. In our paper, the aim is to reach a high precision and 

recall rate plus finding the appropriate genetic features that are responsible for phenotype classification.  

Unfortunately, the entire supply chain cannot be tested in real environmental settings, nevertheless, a 

hypothetical application introduction strategy will be delineated in the future outlook section. Regarding the 

technological feasibility of the conceptualized innovation, an evaluation framework has been developed by 

utilizing Karl Popper’s conjecture-refutation approach on the identified contemporary problems. The defined 

evaluation framework encompasses each of the critical technical properties of the genome therapy life cycle, 

which are able to validate or refute the technological feasibility of the artifact. Furthermore, in order to access 

the quality of the artifact, we will compare our results with state-of-the-art literature.  

Lastly, we will critically assess whether the used frameworks, results and methodology is satisfactory, firstly 

in order to answer our initially proposed research questions and secondly to make a contribution to the research 

community. The acquired technical details of the researched genome therapy life cycle provide valuable 

knowledge regarding the snapshot of the latest available technologies in the industry and about their collective 

opportunities and limitations. Their aggregated analysis is especially relevant as throughout the literature 

review it was found that their integrated discussion is usually neglected. In addition, the social aspects serve 
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crucial considerations about the influence of the secondary stakeholders, which discussion is also relatively 

rare in technical researches. Research limitations and future improvements will be highlighted in a separate 

section.            

3.2. Data Understanding  

Considering the existing understandable privacy regulations regarding the distribution of human genotype 

information as well as the inherent rarity of these datasets due to the relative infancy of the genome sequencing 

industry, retrieving such datasets for human genotype to phenotype analyses is not without impediments. 

However, thanks to an open-sourced and community-driven endeavor that allows customers to upload their 

raw genotype information with their phenotype traits in order to learn more about their genetics and support 

researchers, openSNP.org collected a substantial amount of genomic information since 2012 that is publicly 

available for anyone. (openSNP 2020) Therefore, openSNP.org provides a significant entry point for the 

analysis of genetic variants and their phenotypic effects without the need for filing cumbersome research 

agreements with incumbent organizations. 

From openSNP.org, around 8.000 individual’s genotype information and almost 700 phenotype classes can be 

downloaded as a compressed file at the time of January 2020. Each person’s file consists of around 25MB of 

genotype information stored as text files, altogether producing an approximately 170GB dataset. Thus, for the 

first glance, it is apparent that time and space complexities during the development of the algorithms will be a 

necessary requirement. The phenotypes and the relevant user identifiers are stored separately in a Comma-

separated Values (CSV) file (phenotypes_[date].csv), which can be used to select only those users for further 

analysis who possess a predefined phenotype trait. As these traits are based on the optional personal 

declaration, not all phenotype classes have enough data points regarding a satisfactory analysis as well as 

several phenotypes have no meaning within the field of genetics (e.g.: political ideology or enjoyment of 

watching TV). Nevertheless, still many intriguing phenotypes contain satisfactory information regarding a 

genome-wide association study, for instance, the eye-color or lactose intolerance, among several other ones. 
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 Figure 20 OpenSNP.org dataset 

For each individual, the raw genotype file contains meta-information about the sequencer company (e.g.: 

23andMe or Ancestry) and the human reference genome assembly (e.g.: GRCh37) in the header. In the body 

section, the file contains genotype information for the maternal and paternal alleles (e.g.: ‘AA’ pair or a single 

‘A’ in the case of mitochondrial DNA and for the majority of the X and Y chromosomes in men) for 

approximately one million SNPs with their reference identifier (rsid) and their position on a specific 

chromosome. The rsid-s represent the unique identifier of the incumbent SNP in the genome reference 

consortium (GRC) that can be used to report variant associations in a standardized and comparable manner. 

(GRC 2020) Therefore, for example, if a genotype to phenotype association study reveals that an SNP with 

rsid X contributes to a specific disease formation, information about previous studies regarding rsid X can be 

conveniently retrieved and contrasted. Moreover, it is important to emphasize that between companies and 

major assembly versions, the rsid-s and genotype reports might vary (e.g.: different rsid-s for SNPs, internal 

SNP id-s or different chromosome and genotype labels and formats), therefore the raw files have to be handled 

accordingly. An example of an individual’s raw genotype file can be seen below:   
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Figure 21 Raw genotype information example. 

3.2.1. Limitations of the openSNP.org Dataset 

However, before progressing further to the dataset’s preparation, it is crucial to state the inherent data validity 

issues related to the nature of the promising openSNP.org dataset. On one hand, each individual’s raw genotype 

information is retrieved from a 3rd party sequencer company, such as 23andMe or Ancestry, who are 

sequencing the DNA based on genotyping of known predefined genetic variants (around 1 million nucleotide 

pairs) that are approximately only 10% of all the possible SNPs and 0.1% of the whole genome sequence. This 

limitation of the available genetic information might undermine the association analysis of more complex 

polygenic or rare genetic traits. In addition to the limited information, the genotyping machines' nucleotide 

detection accuracy might below a satisfactory rate, as a study suggested that they are around >99% and >84% 

for common and rare variants respectively. (Browne 2019) Although 99% seems quite precise, considering 

that it leaves the opportunity for 10.000 incorrectly reported nucleotides within a million set, and different 

genetic traits can be derived from only one nucleotide variation it cannot be neglected. On the other hand, as 

the phenotype information is based on personal declaration and self-diagnosis, veracity issues might arise 

within the phenotype classes, particularly regarding the diagnosis of more complex traits. For example, while 

people can describe their eye color with high accuracy, bias and unambiguous phenotype classes might affect 

the reporting of their lactose intolerance or aspirin allergy.  

Furthermore, it is acknowledged that the scope of analysis regarding the available genomic information is 

limited compare to the extensiveness of researches that utilizes the synergy of further Big Datasets such as 
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haplotype, protein formation, epigenomic and demographic information. However, despite this limitation, it 

can be stated that in the case of successful genotype to phenotype mappings, the research outcomes could 

provide significant value for supporting the complete emergent ecosystem from a fundamental level by 

narrowing down the resource expensive search of responsible genetic locations. In addition, in the case of the 

development of a general software library that could be utilized for finding new associations without domain 

knowledge of the incumbent genome, it would provide a valuable building block for such a system that could 

realize the power of synergies later on.   

3.3. Data Preparation  

Initially, we have developed a data preparation library based on the research approach of (Lyon 2017), who 

merged the openSNP.org dataset with the NCBI’s dbSNP dataset that contains all the reported and validated 

SNPs found by scientists, where each SNP’s summary includes an extensive report such as clinical findings or 

frequency studies among several other properties. (Lyon 2017) They used the dbSNP dataset (National Center 

for Biology Information (NCBI) 2020) for merging it with the openSNP one via the available common rsid-s, 

and then measured the difference between the reference (dbSNP) and the actual (openSNP) genotypes as the 

number of occurred mutations at a given position. For example, if rsid X has two A alleles (‘AA’) in dbSNP 

and has one A and one T alleles (‘AT’ or ‘TA’) in the raw user’s file, then the mutation count equals 1. 

Therefore, reducing the genotype information from the 21 possible values (16 for the 4 nucleotide base pair 

combinations, 4 for the single 4 nucleotide bases on mitochondrial and sex chromosomes for men and 1 for 

marking insertion or deletion) to only three (0 – no mutation, 1 – one allele mutated, 2 – two allele mutated). 

However, even though the results based on this data preparation approach were promising (e.g.: our machine 

learning algorithms reached 96% accuracy on a balanced dataset related to eye color prediction), we have 

decided to pivot this approach due to two main reasons. First, our final objective was to develop a generic 

software library for unbiased genome-wide association studies, therefore we would like to avoid the possible 

irrelevant information formation derived from creating artificial classes based on a reference set. Second, we 

would like to keep as much information about the nucleotides as it was possible, thus leaving the genotypes in 

their initial form, although acknowledging that it had to be reduced from 21 to 15 values as the sequencer 

companies do not distinguish between paternal and maternal strands (e.g.: ‘AT’ equals ‘TA). Nevertheless, we 

have acquired significant experience regarding the efficient algorithm development as analyzing 3.5TB dbSNP 

iterated with 170GB openSNP data required to save every thousandth of a second during executions, which 

knowledge could be utilized for our second approach described below. 

Currently, our data preparation library consists of four modules containing several data preparation functions 

and the main file that utilizes them, which modules are the (1) candidateSelector, (2), fileValidator (3) 

genotypeSelector and (4) candidateExporter. This structure provides a framework for convenient reusability, 
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where only the preferred phenotypes and chromosomes, as well as metadata requirements, have to be stated in 

the main file and no other changes are required to prepare a novel dataset for further analysis. Therefore, 

without understanding the program code behind the software library, each of the 700 phenotypes can be 

conveniently prepared for the machine learning algorithms.  In the case that new dataset sources will be 

available, their integration can be implemented without modifying the current codebase. The abstract 

representation of the modules and their available functions can be seen below and their documented program 

code can be found under the Appendix_1. 

 

Figure 22 Abstract representation of the Data preparation library's modules and their available functions. 

The candidateSelector class is responsible to collect all the available metadata (e.g.: user identifier, its file 

path, sequencer company or GRC assembly version) for those users whom possess a specified phenotype (e.g.: 

Eye Color) and its predefined values (e.g.: Blue and Brown). It is important to emphasize that any phenotype 

of the available 700 can be analyzed and prepared through the simple modification of the base settings in the 

beginning of the main.py file. Due to the noisy nature of self-diagnosed phenotypes, its predefined values can 

be merged (e.g.: False and Not color blind classes are the same). The selected users are then filtered based on 

the predefined requirements, which are (1) keeping only those sequencer companies that provides currently 

recognizable standard file formats for analysis (e.g.: 23andMe and Ancestry), (2) differentiating between the 

raw genotypes’ reference assembly version (e.g.: GRCh36 or GRCh37) to avoid SNP report errors (3) and 

finally keeping only those users’ that files are interpretable with the help of the fileValidator class. The result 
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is a collection of the validated candidates, whom genotype data can be retrieved and transformed in order to 

comply with the machine learning algorithms requirements. 

  

Figure 23 Example result of the candidate selection. (Phenotype: Eye Color) 

Subsequently, the genotypeSelector retrieves all the possible SNP rsid-s within the predefined chromosomes 

by analyzing each of the selected candidates’ files as the different files contain overlapping but not equivalent 

SNPs. Once these titles are acquired and stored as a header for the exported dataset, each candidate file is 

processed individually. During these iterations, the genotypes are retrieved and encoded to numbers (from 1 

to 15 associated with the 15 unique genotype values described above and 0 for missing values) to decrease the 

memory consumption as well as to handle the missing values for the prediction algorithms. One of the 

iteration’s result can be exported as a row, where each item’s value equals to the genotype information placed 

under its corresponding rsid in the header. Therefore, the result created by the candidateExporter class is a 

table compressed into a CSV file, where the first row represents the header of unique SNP identifiers as 

independent variables, and each following row contains the genomic information per user. In addition, the first 

column stores the users’ identifier, while the last represents the dependable variable, their possessed phenotype. 

A sample outcome of the data preparation library can be seen below. 
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Figure 24 Subset of the exported candidate information on the left (Header includes: user id, unique SNP rerefence id-s and a 

phenotype column, while each row stores the corresponding information for the selected valid users) and the genotype encoder table 

on the 

The data preparation software library and its documented program code have been attached to the submission. 

The data_preparation folder (Appendix_1) contains the previously described processes’ algorithms and classes 

that are used in the paper at hand, while the prototype_data_preparation_v1 (Appendix_4) and 

prototype_data_preparation_optimized (Appendix_5) folders include algorithms for our first prototype and its 

optimized full version based on the mentioned pivoted approach. 

3.4. Description of Prepared Datasets   

From the approximately 700 available phenotype classes, we have selected two in order to analyze and evaluate 

our classification algorithms’ internal validity and external applicability. The two prepared datasets are the (1) 

eye color and the (2) lactose tolerance. Therefore, we can analyze the selected machine learning algorithms on 

multiple algorithmically different use cases. Furthermore, each dataset is analyzed by the complete 

chromosome set and by limiting the analysis to a subset of chromosomes based on educated guesses of 

previously published and validated research studies. The second approach is implemented as due to limited 

availability of genotyped individuals the prepared datasets have strange dimensions (e.g.: few hundred 

candidate rows with tens of thousands SNP columns) the required computational resources might exceed our 

architectures’ capabilities.  

The eye color prepared dataset for the whole genome consists of 429 candidate users and 2,146,327 SNP 

reference id-s. The phenotype class is binomial as the analyzed eye colors after filtering can be either “Blue” 

or “Brown” and its distribution can be considered to be relatively balanced as there are 34.3% blue and 65.7% 

brown values. Previous research proved that the most significant SNPs should be situated on the OCA2 and 

HERC2 genes, which both can be found on the 15th chromosome. (Liu et al. 2010) When only the 15th 

chromosome is selected for further analysis, the number of relevant rsid-s are 65,697. 
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The second prepared dataset accommodates 322 instances with 2,146,327 rsid columns. The phenotype class 

is binomial with the values of lactose tolerant and lactose intolerant. The proportion of the dependent variable 

can be considered as balanced as the amount of tolerant and intolerant instances are 64.2% and 35.8% 

respectively. Lactose intolerance has primarily been associated with the MCM6 and LCT genes located on the 

2nd chromosome, which is used in the second analysis cycle when the chromosome set is narrowed down. 

(SNPedia 2020) In the case that only the 2nd chromosome’s SNPs are retrieved, the number of rsid columns 

equals 140,789. 

3.5. Precision and Recall Rate 

For design science research, one of the main criteria is to rigorously test the artifact with a defined metric. 

Unfortunately, the training and testing accuracy of a model is not sufficient to get in-depth insights. For 

accuracy, the machine learning algorithm calculates how many samples were classified correctly in the training 

data and testing data and takes the weighted average. Since testing accuracy is not sufficient for evaluating the 

model, we are also taking precision rate, recall rate and F-1 score into account. The reason for using more than 

one metric is illustrated by the following example. Imagine an unbalanced dataset with two classes, having 

100 samples in total. For the first class, we have 95 samples and for the second class 5 samples. If we use 

accuracy as the leading metric, the results will be misleading, because the general baseline is 95%. This means, 

if we classify all samples as class 1, we will still get an accuracy of 95%, although we missed all instances of 

class 2. Therefore, we need to consider the precision rate, recall rate and F-1 score, in order to get a more in-

depth analysis. 

The precision rate indicates the proportion of positive identifications, which were identified correctly among 

the total retrieved instances. The calculation is indicated below. True positive refers to class 1, being 

classified correctly as class 1, whereas false negatives refer to class 1 incorrectly identified as class 2 (Joshi 

2016). 

 

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
 

Equation 3 Precision Rate 

 

Recall refers to the proportion of positive identifications, retrieved over the total amount of relevant 

instances (Joshi 2016). It must be noted that the term sensitivity is the preferred notation for medical 

practitioners, whereas “recall” is more common among computer scientists. Therefore, both terms will be 

used interchangeably in this paper, however, we refer to the latter function’s output as recall. 
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𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
 

Equation 4 Recall Rate 

F-1 score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall rate. It is calculated by the function below. (Joshi 

2016) 

 

𝐹1 = 2 𝑥
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 

Equation 5 F-1 Score 

3.6. Reliability 

Reliability concerns the degree to which the research and its methods generate consistent and replicable results. 

As Saunders states, “if a researcher is able to replicate an earlier research design and achieve the same findings, 

then that research would be seen as being reliable (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2015).” Since our approach 

is primarily based on open-source quantitative data, it is easier to ensure reliability and replicability. It is 

important to mention that the dataset might change over time since more people will upload their genotypes 

and phenotypes. However, the reliability and replicability can be assured with a snapshot of the downloaded 

dataset. As described in the data preparation section, the data preparation algorithm is generic and can be 

retrieved from the Appendix anytime. The same goes for machine learning and filtering algorithms. The 

software code of the eye-color, lactose-intolerant classifier and mutual information filtering algorithm can be 

depicted in the Appendix as well. If these components are assembled, the reliability and replicability can be 

ensured. However, it must be considered that not all machine learning algorithms will produce the same results 

every time, but quite similar results that are presented in this paper. The reason is, some algorithms are black-

box algorithms and based on randomness, which will give slightly different results on every execution. In our 

case, the ANN and the mutual information selection method will provide a slightly different result on every 

execution.    

3.7. Validity 

In short, validity is referring to the appropriateness of the measures that were used in the research. Further on, 

it concerns the extent to which the research is conducted appropriately, and also whether a generalizable pattern 

exists in proportion to the findings (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2015). Conducting research that is merely 

based on textual and non-textual document secondary data affects the validity of the paper, as it acknowledges 

that the data quality and collection method may be distorted. However, Saunders argues, if the data evaluation 

process reveals that the data quality is sufficient and aid to answer the research questions plus the benefits 
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associated with their use is greater than the costs, then there is no harm using secondary data. Moreover, if the 

secondary data source, like openSNP.org, is publicly available, then research papers from other scholars that 

use the same datasets can be compared. Hence, if similar patterns or a causal relationship between two variables 

exist, then internal validity is established (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2015). In order to demonstrate 

external validity, we applied our methodology to various datasets with varying samples and content. In this 

paper, the delineated approach was critically assessed on the eye color and lactose-intolerant phenotype. In 

general, external validity is concerned whether the research findings can be generalized to other relevant 

settings or groups (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2015).  

4. Application 

In this part of the research paper, the acquired theories, approaches and fundamental knowledge will be applied 

to each phase of the genome therapy life cycle, which consists of the sequencing, analysis and engineering 

units. Firstly, through Hall & Martin’s radical technology development framework the incumbent primary and 

secondary stakeholders are analyzed from the innovation’s technological, commercial and social aspects. The 

technological uncertainties, derived from the consumers’ perceived issues regarding the contemporary genome 

therapy industry, will reveal those technical properties that have the potential to refute the feasibility of the 

tangible and intangible facets of the developed artifact. Thus, these properties will form an integral part of the 

subsequent technological analysis. However, previous to the technological analysis, a theoretical commercial 

and social uncertainty analysis will take place, where the primary and secondary stakeholder and their 

influencing power regarding the successful implementation of the artifact are identified.  

During the technological chapters, representative state-of-the-art sequencing machines considering each 

sequencing generation (first, next and third) with their relevant properties are discussed and compared to each 

other. Afterwards, multiple machine learning algorithms are applied to the prepared openSNP.org datasets and 

their results are illustrated. In the last section of this chapter, the prevalent gene-engineering technologies with 

their predefined properties, advantages and limitations are presented. 

4.1. Stakeholder Analysis 

4.1.1. Primary Stakeholder Analysis 

In order to acquire an extensive uncertainty reduction strategy that can support the decision making on the 

managerial level, Popper’s error elimination has to be applied at three major areas regarding the innovating 

firm and its surrounding primary stakeholders, which are the previously discussed perspectives of (1) 

technological, (2) commercial and (3) organizational uncertainties. (J. K. Hall and Martin 2005) However, as 

the organizational perspective is related to the alignment between the innovation and an existing firm’s 

capabilities and strategies, unfortunately, its meaningful analyzation is not feasible as the discussed innovation 

is still in its conceptualization and proof of concept development phase. Therefore, this chapter focuses on the 
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analysis of the incumbent problems of the industry, which derive rational tentative theories and their error 

elimination strategies regarding technological and commercial uncertainties within the ecosystem of primary 

stakeholders. 

Furthermore, Hall and Martin argue that technological uncertainties involve relatively low stakeholder 

ambiguity and ecosystem complexity, as well as the ultimate elimination of this uncertainty, can only be 

achieved through demonstrable feasibility based on scientifically validated technological competencies. (J. K. 

Hall and Martin 2005) Therefore, the main focus of the technological uncertainty analysis is the determination 

of those error-elimination strategies, which could prove or refute the technological feasibility of the 

conceptualized value chain’s after their completion. The results of these error-elimination considerations are 

investigated in great detail under the Technology Analysis chapters, where each part of the value chain is 

analyzed critically from several technological perspectives.  

Although the demonstrable feasibility for eliminating the commercial uncertainties is similar, Hall and Martin 

argue that the primary stakeholders relevant for products and/or services that are targeted for end consumers 

carry the properties of high stakeholder ambiguity and complexity. Therefore, the identification of the salient 

stakeholders is elusive and it has to be acknowledged that their relevance is dynamic over time. For this reason, 

on top of Afuah’s innovation value-added chain (IVC) members, investors and government entities are 

considered as primary stakeholders as well, because they possess the power to directly influence the 

conceptualized innovating firm and other IVC members. (J. K. Hall and Martin 2005) For example, 

governmental regulations, considering the security of human wellbeing in medical settings, can restrain 

genome engineering initiatives, as well as investors, are necessary due to the required initial resources. 

Furthermore, due to the elusive nature of these salient members regarding the commercial feasibility, the 

influence of the secondary stakeholders are also investigated through the perspective of the piecemeal social 

engineering approach, under the Secondary Stakeholders chapter. 

4.1.1.1. Technological Uncertainty 

From innovation’s perspective, technological uncertainties are mainly influenced by the consumer and supplier 

stakeholders. The conceptualized artifact’s technical requirements have to represent the consumer’s real issues 

in order to create value, which is encompassed as the three identified contemporary problems prevalent in the 

personalized genome therapy industry. Moreover, as the tangible artifact covers solely the genome analysis 

unit, the relationship with the genome sequencing and engineering suppliers are inevitable. Therefore, the 

inherent technical requirements on the suppliers’ ends are analyzed through their available latest solutions. 

The inherent problems of the contemporary genome therapy industry, as discussed in-detailed under the 

Introduction chapter, are the lack of treatment personalization regarding the patients' genetic composition (P1), 

the vast amount of currently untreatable genetic diseases for which might only temporary solutions exist (P2) 

and the affordability of rare genetic diseases treatments (P3). These issues altogether set the requirements for 
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the conceptualized innovation’s value creation process, therefore they form an integral part of its technological 

feasibility analysis. In the case, the value-chain is capable of solving these concerns from a technical point of 

view, its technological feasibility can be acknowledged, otherwise refuted. 

Considering all the remarkable advancements that the genome sequencing, analysis and engineering industries 

achieved from a technical point of view in the recent years, as a tentative theory it can be stated that the 

integration of their cutting-edge solutions could provide a general solution for each of these contemporary 

problems (TT1). Moreover, in order to mitigate or eliminate the uncertainties surrounding this tentative theory, 

error-elimination strategies are set for the solutions’ fundamental technical properties, which were developed 

based on the analyzed scientific literature reviews. As long as each error-elimination concerns provide 

adequate results regarding their analyzed solutions, their technological feasibility will not be refuted. 

Therefore, the ultimate outcome of the conjecture-refutation analysis should result in the most optimal 

technological architecture (if exists) regarding the investigated contemporary problems and the available 

biotechnologies. In the following, these error-elimination strategies are presented, which will form the 

investigation objectives for the Technological Analysis chapters and finally will be evaluated under the 

Discussion chapters.  

In order to define the required uncertainty reduction investigations, the specified tentative theory’s (TT1) 

relationship with the revealed problems (P1-3) is first elaborated. It is theorized that the integration of modern 

genome biotechnologies (TT1) could provide a solution for the prevalent problems (P1-3) through the following 

ways. The latest sequencing machines could enable the adoption of individual genome sequencing, which 

personal genetic information – in combination with other results of a given population – could reveal individual 

genotype to phenotype interactions both for common and rare genetic markers. The result of the analysis could 

provide precise information about the nucleotides of the genome that contributes to genetic malfunctions, 

which could be targeted and resolved with the application of advanced genome engineering solutions. This 

personalized genome therapy would eliminate the problems related to unexpected side effects and 

unrecognized rare genetic markers (P1-2). Moreover, the selection and integration of the most efficient and 

effective technologies required for these processes would significantly reduce the relevant operational and 

research expenses that might enable these treatments greater affordability (P3). 

In order to provide satisfactory information for its downstream processes, the implemented genome sequencing 

technology stack should be able to recognize individual nucleotides of a given genome with substantially low 

misclassification rates, referred as Accuracy in the field, (EE1) and without losing information about structural 

variants (e.g.: deletions, insertions or translocations) (EE2). It is important to highlight, that even a single 

nucleotide can be responsible for a phenotype mutation, which emphasizes the significance of these 

considerations. Moreover, it should incorporate the recognition of epigenomic information (e.g.: methylation 

profile) (EE3) as they contribute to the regulation of the expressed genetic information. In addition, the 
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application scope of the sequencer (EE4) (e.g.: target sequencing or whole genome sequencing) correlates with 

the amount of possibly retrievable information, which defines the coverage of the genomic analysis. While 

well-understood genetic disorders might require the sequencing of relatively shorter specified regions, in the 

case of unknown diseases or complete genomic screenings, the sequencing of a substantial portion of the 

genome is inevitable.  Finally, the overall process should be highly efficient in order to minimize its resource 

expenses, which is mainly influenced by the sequencers’ throughput property (EE5).  

The computational analysis of genomes should be able to recognize those genetic variants and their functional 

networks that are highly associated with any given phenotypes (EE6) and with satisfactory precision or recall 

rates (EE7) in order to reveal tangible results for further research, which in combination with other Big Data 

sources could evaluate the validity of the findings (EE8). The severity of the processes’ accuracy further 

emphasized by the effects of an inadequate analysis that could threaten the wellbeing of the individual either 

by the misclassification of potential risk or by cell-toxication derived from malfunctioning gene engineering. 

Furthermore, as solely the genomic information, without considering other required Big Data sources (e.g.: 

demographics of the patient, haplotype groups, proteomics or interactomics), requires tremendous 

computational resources that could further increase the relevant operational expenses, the developed analysis 

software should minimize the algorithms time and space complexities (EE9). 

Finally, the modification of the original nucleotide sequences through genome engineering technologies carries 

the evident uncertainty regarding their operational precision (EE10), which reflects the proportion of correct 

sequence modifications. In the case of incorrect interactions (e.g.: off-target activity), the result might be cell 

toxicity, tumor formation or death, emphasizing the property’s significance. Moreover, in order to mitigate the 

uncertainty regarding the affordability of such gene engineering processes, the selected biotechnology’s library 

preparation should have low related expenses that could derive greater scalability (EE11). 

In summary, the previously identified error-elimination considerations will form analysis strategies regarding 

the Technological Analysis chapters, where each phase of the conceptualized value-chain will be examined in 

detail in order to validate or refute their- and the overall architecture’s technological feasibility in respect to 

the industry’s contemporary issues. However, it is well acknowledged that accomplishing these have the 

potential to significantly reduce the innovation’s technological uncertainty, after their validation a new cycle 

of problems and their conjecture-refutation will be inevitable. 
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Figure 25 Overview of Technological Uncertainties from the perspective of Popper's conjunction-refutation theory. (P: Problem, TT: 

Tentative Theory, EE: Error-Elimination) 

4.1.1.2. Commercial Uncertainty  

As previously discussed, due to the relatively higher stakeholder ambiguity and complexity regarding the 

capability of influencing the feasibility of the innovation’s commercial success, on top of the Innovation-value 

Chain (IVC) members the government and investors are also discussed as primary stakeholders. Therefore, the 

members of the innovator’s conjecture-refutation analysis are the consumers, investors, suppliers, government 

and the complementary innovators, whom relationship forms the integral part of the various uncertainty 

reduction tentative theories and their error-elimination strategies.  
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The consumers are the most salient stakeholders in the innovator’s ecosystem as without their purchase interest 

the commercial uncertainty of the innovation is out of questions, it cannot be demonstrably feasible. Therefore, 

the prevalent problem the innovator has to resolve is to establish a value creation process, which outcome is 

commercially feasible (P1). (J. K. Hall and Martin 2005) For this issue, the innovator has to find the optimal 

fitness between its innovation’s value creation process and the consumer’s dominant needs, or in other words, 

the product-market fit (TT1). (Blank 2013; Weinberg and Mares 2015) While the dominant needs of 

consumer’s with severe genetic diseases and their respective technological requirements are investigated 

throughout the paper at hand, it is important to emphasize that the innovation could offer solutions for various 

other markets, which considers the enhancement of genetic information, due to its generalized genome 

processing nature. Therefore, consumers dealing with living organisms, such as plants or livestock, might also 

provide valuable product-market fits, which could be utilized, among others, for increased learning due to their 

less regulated environments. However, as previously mentioned, eliminating the uncertainty surrounding the 

commercial feasibility is only possible through the implementation of a Customer Development Process (EE1). 

This process encompasses various activities that involve the integration of market development through 

consumer interactions into the artifact’s development. Additionally, the statistics derived from customer 

development could also provide tangible results regarding the traction of the idea, which could significantly 

increase the attractiveness of the product for investments for investors (TT2). (Blank 2013; Weinberg and 

Mares 2015) 

The complementary innovators could affect the rate of commercial feasibility both directly and indirectly as 

well as their existence and influencing power are dynamic over time with respect to the targeted customer 

segments. On top of the gene therapy businesses, substitute innovators could be pharmaceutical companies as 

well, who treat genetic diseases with temporary solutions without targeting the elimination of the source 

malfunctions of the DNA. By providing a solution for solving the source issue itself, the innovation might 

disrupt their existing business models and destroy their competencies, which can have detrimental effects on 

the new product. (J. K. Hall and Martin 2005) It could be anticipated that once the technology advances to a 

level where it is more economically feasible to solve the underlying problem than to suppress it, incumbent 

companies would incline towards the implementation of such sustainable solutions. However, existing well-

established players on the market are usually structured in a way that retains the recognition and adoption of 

such disruptive innovations. (Henderson 2006) The rate of the exploration and exploitation of these innovations 

from the complementary innovators’ perspective can be analyzed through measuring their dynamic 

ambidexterity, and the severity of its deficiency might be estimated by considering their existing product and/or 

service portfolio. (Chen 2017) However, the consideration of such private information or the retention of 

innovation rate is impracticable, therefore contraction with these stakeholders might be inevitable. 
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Interestingly, as the most valuable and inimitable resource a general genome therapy business could possess 

is its consumers' genetic information, genetic kit testing companies have a great potential to become salient 

complementary innovators as well. Therefore, existing companies that possess substantial information about 

their consumers and their genetic settings, such as 23andMe or Ancestry, are in an advantageous position to 

integrate the downstream genome engineering business unit and defend their position against laggards. 

However, it is important to note that although these companies acquired substantial genotype information, due 

to the economic constraints of previous sequencer solutions, they could acquire information only about a subset 

of valuable genetic variants with higher error rates compare to the capabilities of the latest sequencers. 

Therefore, later-moving rivals might balance this information barrier with more extensive genome sequencing 

solutions (e.g.: whole genotype, exome or genome sequencing), which have the potential to reveal unexploited 

knowledge and to reach higher specificities, as well as with utilizing the publicly available researches that 

includes already validated genetic markers (TT3). For this reason, a more in-depth review of the technological 

capabilities of genome sequencing and analysis solutions and of the published clinical studies is required (EE2). 

The prevalent direct influence of the complementary innovators is associated with their competition for 

persistent profit generation on the market, which has the potential to erode the innovator’s sustainable income. 

Moreover, the identified indirect effects are related to the relationship between the complementary innovators 

and other primary stakeholders, which might result in favorable or disadvantageous outcomes for the innovator 

itself. The favorable outcomes could be derived from the competitor’s technology and market advancing 

endeavors through either increasing the demand towards genome sequencer and engineering suppliers, 

developing the consumer’s and investors' awareness or mitigating the entry barriers of regulatory expenses. 

For instance, the two major players of genetic testing companies, 23andMe and Ancestry, contributed 

significantly to familiarize the public with the benefits and caveats of genome sequencing and analysis 

initiatives, in which unawareness has been a great impediment of this market. In contrast, their actions have 

the potential to retain the economic merits on the market in the case of causing significant damage to primary 

stakeholders. Two relatively recent examples are how the fraud behind the Theranos unicorn company 

discouraged investment affinity in the biotechnology industry or how the genetic modification of the twin 

embryos in China tightened regulations considering such operations (Morrison and Saille 2019; Sheetz 2018). 

These concerns are further extended under the Secondary Stakeholder analysis. For these commercial 

feasibility influencing endeavors, the investigation of Makadok’s casual profit mechanisms might provide a 

significant uncertainty reduction framework (TT4) as their mechanisms’ analysis reveal how these profit 

encompassing interactions can be exploited for increasing the innovator’s economic advantage. Makadok 

categorized these - competitive pressure facing - profit generation mechanisms into four strategic management 

perspectives that are the competitive advantage, rivalry restraint, information asymmetry and commitment 

timing, where each domain and their joint effects could form the base for further uncertainty reduction error-

elimination strategies (EE3) (Makadok 2011; University of Alabama et al. 2013). 
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Considering the upstream genome sequencer and downstream genome engineer suppliers from the perspective 

of the developed genome analysis platform, the apparent uncertainty that has to be eliminated are related to 

the decision of whether their processes should be vertically integrated or not, as this decision can significantly 

modify the expression of the previously discussed economic merits. (Buzzell 1983) The conventional 

Transaction Cost Efficiency Theory states that firms should make this decision based on whether the 

transaction cost on the market is higher or lower compared to the administration cost derived from the 

integration (TT5). However, Buzzel, Ander and Kapoor have shown that in order to assess this value in complex 

ecosystems, particularly in radical technology markets, several factors have to be considered, which 

corresponds to the formation of the error-elimination strategies. Among others, the major factors involved are 

related to the predictability of the market demand (EE4), the complementarity of the core business capabilities 

and the acquisition’s business units (EE5), the availability of substitute suppliers (EE6) and their incidental 

bottlenecks considering the production line (EE7) as well as the uncertainty difference between the technology 

development and the suppliers’ behavior (EE8). Moreover, whether the affected external processes have 

strategic relevance and their integration would incentivize the firm to create internal efficiencies (EE9) (Adner 

and Kapoor 2010; Buzzell 1983).  

While the uncertainties regarding the first four and sixth error-elimination strategy (EE4-7 & EE9) could be 

conveniently reduced through the market, supplier, and strategic analyses, the fifth (EE8) requires more in-

depth conjecture-refutation analysis. The analyses outcomes regarding the former group incline towards a 

vertically integrated solution due to (1) the apparent stable market growth (Gottlieb and Food 2018; 

MarketsandMarkets 2019), (2) capability and strategic complementarity throughout the whole value-chain and 

the (3) scarcity of the suppliers that might also result in capacity issues, especially regarding the upstream 

sequencer ecosystem as it was revealed under the Sequencing Technology Analysis chapter. However, the 

sixth consideration tends to suggest an outsourced production line in order to avoid a technological local-

maximum lock-in due to the remarkably rapid advancements of the relevant technologies. For instance, it is 

anticipated that graphene-based nanopore sequencers or advanced CRISPR-Cas systems could provide greater 

efficiencies. Therefore, a tradeoff between increased efficiency and risk is inevitable, retaining the surrounding 

uncertainties ultimate elimination. 

The government is considered as a salient stakeholder both regarding the genome analysis and engineering 

processes within the value chain. In general, direct-to-consumer genetic tests for moderate or high-risk medical 

purposes have to be validated regarding their accuracy and reliability. For instance, the US Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) banned 23andMe in 2013 to practice the analysis of its customer’s health risks. (Hayden 

2017) Moreover, a consensus exists between scientific communities and governments that the practice of 

genetic engineering with the CRISPR-Cas system should remain retained until the risks of its implementation 

will be assessed properly. Although it could be seen that this control is violated both in regulated and 
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unregulated environments due to the inherent availability of this technology (e.g.: Chinese twins or biohacker 

communities), which are discussed more in-depth under the Secondary Stakeholder chapter as it greatly affects 

ethical concerns. However, it could be seen recently as well that the first administrated trial used this 

technology to cure blindness in March of 2020, which suggests increased acceptance regarding the technology. 

(Ledford 2020) Therefore, it could be anticipated that the practice of such value chains will be permitted in 

regulated environments (TT6) as the technology validates its effectiveness in the upcoming years. However, to 

reduce the relevant uncertainty, a more in-depth market regulation analysis is necessary (EE10).  

 

Figure 26 Abstract representation of the relationships between primary stakeholders. (Straight line: Directly affecting, Dashed line: 

Indirectly affecting the Innovator; “+/-“: positive/negative influence) 

4.1.2. Secondary Stakeholder Analysis 

After applying Hall & Martin’s framework to the primary stakeholder, we would like to take a closer look at 

the secondary stakeholders. Before describing the stakeholders, we must consider that we cannot identify all 

salient stakeholders that might be disruptive for our proposed approach since this value chain is quite novel 

and in the conceptual phase as mentioned before. New disruptive secondary stakeholders, which are currently 

salient, might come into the spotlight, when this approach is made publicly available. After evaluating multiple 

papers, we identified five main groups that have the potential to disrupt this technology.  

In the scientific community, we do not only consider researchers as main characters but also do-it-yourself 

(DIY) biohackers. Researchers are usually bound to regulations and rules, but these self-proclaimed 

“engineers” act most of the time freely. Many of them have a small laboratory in their garages, where they try 

to alter their DNA with so-called bio-kits that are publicly available. For example, Josiah Zayner, the founder 
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of “The Odin” (sells CRISPR-CAS9 engineering kits (The Odin 2020)), was one of the first bio-hackers, who 

injected publicly the CRISPR-CAS9 protein in order to enhance his muscles (D’Monte 2018). Since he got a 

lot of attention and multiple debates were triggered, hence, people like him have a huge potential to disrupt.  

It is also evident that media is especially targeting such people. As described in this article (Kuzma 2016) 

biohackers are often seen as evil people. For instance, San Jose Mercury News published an article with a very 

provocative headline: “Bay Area biologist’s gene-editing kit lets do-it-yourselfers play God at the kitchen table 

(Krieger 2016).” From this headline, it seems that everyone has the ability to alter genes or even create a 

dangerous species. However, the reality is completely different. Expertise, techniques and more equipment are 

needed in order to be successful in the implementation which is mostly not given (Kuzma 2016). Further on, 

over the years biohackers have developed some moral codes and their aim is not to harm society (ibid). From 

this example, we can clearly identify that the media has the ability to strongly influence our supply chain. 

The average public is easy to manipulate through media. The first thing that strikes their mind is the ethical 

concern regarding genetic engineering and analysis. In the paper (Ormandy 2016) even researchers express 

their concern over the “power to design life” (Ormandy 2016). When a group of multiple ethical activists or 

pious people get together, they could have a strong impact, since they are strongly polarizing. Further on, the 

general attitude of an average person is that a person does not have the right to alter genetics, especially for 

our purposes (ibid). Usually, the argumentation of these people is based on emotions rather than scientific 

bases, due to the fact they do not comprehend the technology to full extend (Kuzma 2016). However, for many 

people, ethical concerns become void, if human life quality can be drastically enhanced. As an example, for 

clinical diagnosis, gene engineering is accepted, whereas, for agriculture, gene-altering is rejected (Hampel, 

Pfenning, and Peters 2000). 

Our approach is not only applicable for human or animal DNA but also for plant DNA. Our approach allows 

also to spot common plant diseases and diminish them with CRISPR-Cas9 technology. This sounds very 

promising and it seems that ethical concerns can be neglected if we are not altering human’s or animal’s life. 

However, environmental activists, such as Greenpeace, suggest that the altered plants must be labeled since 

treated plants could get in contact with animals and through animals transfer to human bodies. If we buy a 

treated product, as for example apples or bananas, the consumer must know that the DNA was altered, even if 

the authorities have approved the process or product. This was the case with the company Monsanto (J. K. 

Hall and Martin 2005). Similar to our approach, they invented a biotechnological procedure, by altering the 

plants’ DNA that produces crops that were more dominant than the non-treated corps. They also created an 

herbicide that killed all plants except the bio-engineered one (J. K. Hall and Martin 2005). Here, the academic 

and advocacy groups were concerned that unwanted transfer might happen among the treated and non-treated 

plants. Further on, the exerted pressure by Greenpeace did not specifically target Monsanto but also food chains 

and food producers. As a result, the European Parliament stipulated a law that all genetically modified food 
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must be clearly labeled. From this example, it is lucid that the impact of an environmental activist is substantial, 

especially for biotechnical companies. 

After delineating the five main secondary stakeholders, we would like to talk about complexity and ambiguity. 

As a reminder, this approach is still in the conceptualization phase, nevertheless, we can only assume the 

impact of these people by looking at similar examples. After evaluating the literature which was elaborated in 

the previous section, the stakeholder ambiguity and complexity for secondary stakeholder is very high. The 

reason for such a high social uncertainty is the great variety of stakeholders with a different opinion that might 

have a disruptive impact. In order to mitigate the risk of disruption, the piecemeal social engineering approach 

is feasible, according to Hall & Martin. This means, compromises between secondary stakeholders must be 

stipulated if there is a conflict in interest.  

4.2. Analysis of Sequencing Technologies 

Regarding the analysis of the available sequencers, seventeen of the state-of-the-art machines have been 

selected with the objective of covering the most distinct solutions palette. The key insights chose for their 

comparison reflect the identified error-elimination strategies derived from the Technological Uncertainty 

chapter, which are able to refute or validate the technologies potential regarding the specified consumer issues. 

The examined sequencers are distributed into categories based on their generation (first, next and third) and 

used detection methods (e.g.: capillary array electrophoresis or synthesis by ligation) and their overall data 

collection results can be seen below in Table 1.  

The Technology Uncertainty analysis revealed that the sequencers accuracy (EE1), genomic structural variant 

(EE2) and epigenetic information recognition capability (EE3) as well as their throughput (EE4) and application 

scope (EE5) features carry the most significant weight regarding the precision and affordability of the genomic 

information retrieval process. The sequencers' accuracies are mainly reported by the “raw accuracy” and 

“consensus accuracy” properties. While the former measures the distribution of accuracies with which raw 

base calls are made, the latter estimates the final accuracy derived from multiple reads covering a given 

nucleotide position. (Shendure, Porreca, and Church 2008) Therefore, the consensus accuracy of the system 

can be significantly higher compared to its raw accuracy in the case that the nucleotide classification errors are 

randomized instead of systematic, as the latter cannot be mitigated through covering the responsible positions 

multiple times. Concluding from this, the consensus accuracy property is selected for further comparison as it 

considers the nature of measurement errors as well.  

The genomic structural variants refer to insertions, deletions, translocations of nucleotide sequences that vary 

between individuals as well as might carry associations with the formation of various genetic disorders. They 

are commonly referred as copy number variants and occupy approximately at least one kilobase long regions 

on the DNA, although the rare variants can exceed several hundred kilobases. (National Center for Biology 

Information (NCBI) 2020) In order to recognize them, long read capability or accurate fragment reassembly 
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properties are required for the incumbent sequencer to possess. Moreover, the epigenetic information 

incorporates inheritable functional changes on the genome that do not alter the nucleotide sequence itself, 

however, it might cause differences in phenotypic traits through affecting gene activity and expression profile. 

For instance, methyl groups are able to bind to the DNA and activate or repress genes, known as the DNA 

methylation process (Thermo Fischer 2020c, 2020a, 2020b). (Yong, Hsu, and Chen 2016) The technical details 

behind these recognition capabilities of sequencers are discussed in detail under the Genome Sequencing 

chapters. 

Furthermore, the throughput property encompasses the most significant monetary bottleneck of sequencing 

machines, as it sets the pace of the possible maximum base reads in a given period, from which the major cost 

of sequencing can be derived. For the analysis this property is described by the number of sequenced bases 

during one day, therefore they are converted to the same units for better transparency. Finally, the application 

scope of the sequencer refers to whether the machine is capable of target sequencing (TS), whole-exome 

sequencing (WES), or whole-genome sequencing (WGS) tasks. As mentioned previously, the wider the 

coverage of the genome sequencing, the more information is acquirable for the downstream genome analysis 

process. The selected sequences machines and their described properties can be seen below, which is followed 

by their elaborated description. 

 Read 
Length 
(bases) 

Throughput 
(bases/day) 

Consensus 
Accuracy 

Applications 
(TS, WES, 

WGS) 

Epigenetics 
& CVR 

First Generation      

Capillary array 
electrophoresis 

     

SeqStudio  800 67kb >99.999% TS Yes 

Refreshed 3730 Series 900 1.38-2.76Mb >99.999% TS Yes 

Next Generation      

Hybridization - CRT      

iSeq 100  150 1Gb >99.999% TS Yes 

MiSeq  300 15Gb >99.999% TS Yes 

NextSeq 550  150 120Gb >99.999% TS, WES Yes 

NextSeq 2000  150 200Gb >99.999% TS, WES Yes 

NovaSeq 6000  250 6Tb >99.999% TS, WES, WGS Yes 

Hybridization - SNA      

Ion GeneStudio S5  200-600 15Gb >99.1%** TS, WGS Yes 

Ion GeneStudio S5 Prime  200-600 50Gb >99.1%** TS, WES Yes 

Ligation      

SOLiD 5500xl  60 16Gb >99.999% TS, WES, WGS Yes 

SOLiD 5500xl Wildfire  50 24Gb >99.999% TS, WES, WGS Yes 

Nanoball      

DNBSEQ-T7  100-150 6Tb >99.999% TS, WES, WGS Yes 

DNBSEQ-G50  50-150 150Gb >99.999% TS, WES, WGS Yes 

Third Generation      
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SMLR- SMRT      

Sequel II System (per cell) 45k 20Gb >99.999% TS, WES, WGS Yes 

SMLR - Nanopore      

Flongle  2M* 2Gb >99.999% TS Inherently 

MinION Mk1C  2M* 50Gb >99.999% TS, WES, WGS Inherently 

PromethION 48  2M* 10.5Tb >99.999% TS, WES, WGS Inherently 

Table 1 Details of the latest sequencing machines 

*Theoretically no upper limit, displays validated maximum limit  

**Raw accuracy available only 

Thermo Fisher Scientific possesses the global standard for the Sanger sequencing by capillary array 

electrophoresis market. Their latest systems, the SeqStudio and the renewed legacy 3730 series, offer short 

read lengths up to 900 bases with low throughput of a maximum 2.76 megabases per day. Deduced from the 

low throughput feature, it can be also estimated that this combination might lead to the highest cost per base 

sequencing prices in the market in comparison to other sequencers’ settings. Their consensus accuracy is still 

usually referred as a benchmark in the industry, although after the analyzation of the other selected machines 

the uniqueness of this value eroded. Moreover, they offer a variety of integrated services, however, these 

machines are designed for genotyping and target sequencing and their usage is not optimal for whole exome 

or genome sequencing. Interestingly, they already integrated a CRISPR-Cas9 framework into their systems for 

validating the precision of gene engineering trials, which scope extension preceded any other analyzed 

sequencers. (Thermo Fischer 2020c, 2020a, 2020b) 

Illumina’s latest machines completely dominated the Cyclic Reversible Termination (CRT) method of the 

sequencing by hybridization approach, for which they invented their target amplification process known as 

PCR Bridges. They developed sequencers for a diverse set of market segments, which is well represented by 

the range of the available throughputs spanning from one gigabase per day to six terrabases, reaching the ultra-

high throughput category. The sequencers are well equipped for several use cases such as target-, whole 

exome- and genome sequencing. However, the scope of their usage differs from machine to machine, and only 

the NovaSeq 6000 is claimed to be optimal for whole-genome sequencing as well. Moreover, each of their 

solutions reaches a consensus accuracy of 99.999%, which can compete with the legacy accuracy of Sanger 

sequencers. (Illumina 2020) 

Thermo Fisher acquired another technology segment based on the Single-nucleotide Addition (SNA) method 

of the sequencing by hybridization approach with their Ion GeneStudio series, which are usually referred as 

Ion Torrent sequencers in the literature. These machines offer intermediate read lengths in the short read 

category with 200 to 600 bases, while they are capable of competing in the high-throughput segment with 15-

50 gigabases per day. Moreover, these machines are developed with a modular Ion Chip microarray sequencer 

architecture, which enables the flexible scalability of the system as only the Ion Chip modules have to be 

replaced regarding different applications. However, while Ion GeneStudio S5’s Ion Chip is well suited for 
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whole-genome sequencing, the Ion GeneStudio S5 Premium’s is more optimal for whole-exome sequencing. 

(Thermo Fischer 2020c, 2020a, 2020b) 

Interestingly, the reputable and legacy market leader within the SNA segment, the 454 Life Sciences 

company’s pyrosequencing solution stopped its production in 2013 as it became noncompetitive. (Hollmer 

2013) Similarly, Thermo Fisher stopped the development of their SOLiD series based on the sequencing-by-

ligation technique in 2016, which was also associated as one of the market leaders of this detection approach. 

Nevertheless, the SOLiD sequencers are still available for purchase. They have very short read features of 

around 50 bases lengths and high throughput capabilities of 16 to 24 gigabases per day. Moreover, they are 

well equipped for each analyzed application scope (TS, WES, WGS). (Thermo Fischer 2020c, 2020a, 2020b) 

The DNA nanoball sequencers represent the last technology category within the SBH family. MGI Tech could 

develop the currently most advanced DNA nanoball sequencer with their DNBSEQ series. The DNBSEQ-T7 

machines are capable of producing ultrahigh throughputs with six terrabases per day while analyzing shorter 

sequences of 100-150 base lengths with similar accuracies of the benchmarked Sanger sequencing. Therefore, 

due to their similar characteristics compare to Illumina’s high-end Novaseq 6000 sequencer, these machines 

are recognized as their strong competitors. Moreover, their application scope covers a wide range that also 

includes each of the predefined processes of TS, WES and WGS. (MGI 2020) 

Within the third generational sequencers, Pacific Bio established the Single-molecule Real-time (SMRT) 

segment with their Sequel II System sequencers. They offer two modes of sequencing approaches suited for 

their Zero-mode Waveguide (ZMW) detectors. These are the conventional long read analysis technique, 

described under the literature review, and a recent development called circular consensus sequencing (CCS). 

The CCS method utilized the DNA nanoball preparation, but with a creative modification as the amplification 

process is executed with the help of the immobilized DNA polymerases in the bottom of the ZMW wells. 

Therefore, instead of sequencing DNA nanoballs, they focus only on the produced repeating sequences, which 

enables the theoretically limitless coverage of fragments producing more than 99.999% accuracies for 

sequences up to 195 kilobases. In addition, due to their modular sequencer cell property, their system is 

conveniently scalable for throughput, where each module is equipped to analyze 20 to 50 gigabases per day. 

Moreover, these sequencers are well equipped for each of the analyzed application scopes.  (PacBio 2020) 

Finally, Oxford Nanopore Technology leads the biological nanopore technology within the SMLR segment. 

Interestingly, they are the first company to offer theoretically unlimited read lengths, with a currently proven 

2 megabases length record, while still capable of reaching ultrahigh-throughput of 10.5 terrabases per day. In 

addition, their widespread critique regarding their raw accuracies could have been overcome by offering the 

>99.999% benchmark consensus accuracy of the Sanger sequencing machines. As a final note, Oxford 

Nanopore Technology developed portable sequencers as well, called Flonge and MinION Mk1 series, which 
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created a completely new market and enabled unexploited opportunities for the genome analysis industry. 

(Oxford Nanopore Technologies 2020) 

Regarding the copy number variations (CVR) and epigenetic information detection capabilities, it was found 

that each of the analyzed state-of-the-art sequencers integrated these processes, therefore these can be 

considered as a market standard. However, as the nanopore sequencers do not require any amplification 

strategies for producing interpretable signals as well as their sequence detection processes do not involve the 

modification of the target sequence (e.g.: synthesis by DNA polymerase), the original epigenetic properties 

can be analyzed inherently. Furthermore, due to their unlimited read lengths, theoretically, any CVR can be 

detected in real-time during sequencing. These properties significantly decrease the complexity of the overall 

sequencing process. 

4.3. Genome Analysis 

In design science research, for artifact construction, it is important to rapidly prototype and evaluate the model 

(design cycle), in order to create transparency and see incremental improvements. Therefore, in this section of 

the research, we will elaborate step by step, how the machine learning part of the artifact was constructed, and 

sub-results evaluated. However, the final results will not be elucidated in-depth in this part of the research, but 

in the discussion chapter. As a reminder, the technical requirements, which are needed for the genome analysis, 

were specified explicitly in the Data Preparation section of the research paper. Lastly, we will pre-prune the 

models, if they significantly improve from the general base model. However, if pre-pruning does not result in 

a significant improvement, then the base model will be utilized, due to simplicity.    

4.3.1. Development of the Machine Learning part of the Artifact. 

After converting the described datasets to a homogeneous format, the pandas library was used (McKinney 

2010), in order to load the newly converted datasets into the RAM. Since the datasets were too “big” for our 

16GB RAM, we had to load the datasets chunk-wise into memory and process it simultaneously. 

As the table below indicates both datasets are almost equally distributed, hence the dataset is balanced. This 

means, around 65% of the total instances of both datasets are categorized as Class 1, whereas the remaining 

35% are classified as Class 2. In absolute numbers, the eye color dataset has 282 brown eye color and 147 blue 

eye color samples, whereas the lactose intolerant dataset consists of 207 lactose tolerant and 115 lactose 

intolerant samples. Moreover, it can be depicted that the number of features strongly differ in both datasets. 

The second dataset has twice as many features as the first dataset. To be more specific, the eye color dataset 

has 65.697 features, whereas the lactose intolerant dataset has 140.789. This phenomenon is reasoned by the 

fact that both datasets utilize different chromosomes of interest. Further on, if we apply the training and testing 

splitting ratio to the respective dataset, which was described in the paragraph above, we will get from 429 
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samples, 321 training data samples and 108 testing data samples for the eye color dataset. The lactose intolerant 

dataset has in total 322 samples that were divided into 241 training samples and 81 testing samples.  

Dataset Distribution 

Class 1 

Distribution 

Class 2 

Number of 

Features 

Number of 

Samples 

Training 

Data 

(75%) 

Testing 

Data 

(25%) 

Eye Color 65.7% 

(Brown) 

34.3%  

(Blue) 

65697 429 321 108 

Lactose 

Intolerant 

64.2% 

(Tolerant) 

35.8% 

(Intolerant) 

140789 322 241 81 

Table 2 Lactose and Eye Color dataset distribution 

4.3.1.1. Dataset Visualization attempts 

In order to understand our high-dimensional dataset and find the most valuable features, we tried to create 

scatter plots. However, this was not feasible, because it is an arduous task to create that many scatter plots and 

interpret these features pairwise. Moreover, comparing features only pairwise will only give a two-dimensional 

view, which might be not appropriate. 

Therefore, we used more advanced visualization and filtering approaches such as the Principle Component 

Analysis (PCA) and t-SNE unsupervised machine learning algorithms. “PCA is a method that rotates the 

dataset in a way such that the rotated features are statistically uncorrelated (Müller and Guido 2017)”. The next 

step is to select a subset of the new features, based on the importance of the features for explaining the data. 

This also means, with this algorithm we try to reduce the complexity of the dataset. At first glance, this 

algorithm seems to be promising. However, looking at (Appendix_2 (PCA), Appendix_3 (PCA)), we can 

clearly see that the results are still indecipherable for two principle components.  

Since the results were counterproductive, we tried the t-SNE which seems to be more promising, since its 

strength is especially in visualization. The main idea behind this algorithm is to find two-dimensional 

representations of the data that protect the distances between points as best as possible. Initially, t-SNE 

produces a random two-dimensional representation of each point and force points that are close in the original 

feature space closer, and points that are apart in the original feature space farther apart (Müller and Guido 

2017). The algorithm also tries to put more emphasis on the points that are close by and neglects the distances 

between far apart points. To be more specific, it tries to preserve the information from neighboring points. 

Unfortunately, this algorithm was also not fruitful for us, as indicated in (Appendix_2 (PCA), Appendix_3 

(PCA)). The reason might be the high complexity of our dataset. Nevertheless, we continued without visuals 

to the machine learning part.  

Even running the mutual information selection, chi2 and ANOVA algorithm was not feasible in the beginning, 

due to the fact, we utilized all 23 chromosomes with almost 2 million SNPs. Thereby the respective dataset 
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became very big (Big Data) and the limit of our server with a 16GB ram capacity was reached. The previously 

mentioned algorithms (PCA and t-SNE) worked with the big dataset, however, the results were not fruitful for 

our objective. Therefore, we had to select for each dataset, only the most significant chromosome and thereby 

reduce the size of the dataset. We acknowledge that this is a limitation of our research paper. Nevertheless, the 

best results and visualizations could only be achieved with the classifiers' in-build filtering and the statistical 

selection methods. More in-depth evaluation of the in-build algorithms and statistical methods will be given 

in the ‘Filtering Algorithms’ section. 

4.3.1.2. Technical Description of the Machine Learning Algorithms 

Seven machine learning models (KNN, Lasso, Ridge, ANN, XGB, RF and DT) that were described in the 

literature review section were constructed using the processed eye-color and lactose-intolerant datasets. Before 

presenting the results of each model, the dataset was constantly split into two parts. The first split, which is 

75% of the dataset, is used as training data, whereas the remaining 25% is utilized for testing the model.  With 

this split ratio, we want to reduce overfitting and increase the generalizability of each model. Furthermore, 

with the training data, the respective machine learning algorithm constructs a model with rules that aids to 

predict the right classes. Afterwards, the constructed model will be evaluated, using the testing data which the 

model has not seen before. In order to justify the results of each model, 5-fold cross-validation was performed. 

On average the deviations are around ± 5% (Appendix_2, Appendix_3). 

For building the models, the TensorFlow and sci-kit learn library was mainly utilized (Abadi et al. 2016; 

Pedregosa et al. 2011). Furthermore, the same machine learning algorithms with the same parameters and same 

training/testing data split were used, even after applying the filtering algorithms. 

Firstly, we experimented with the base KNN model and realized that additional pruning is required since the 

model’s quality could be increased significantly. Therefore, ten different KNN algorithm were modeled, where 

each model had a distinct number of neighbors. For the evaluation, the model with the best results was selected. 

Unfortunately, only 10 models could be developed in parallel, due to the fact we have limited computational 

power. As we know, training the model is not computational intense, however, testing the model is time 

inefficient.  

Afterwards, the machine learning models based on linear functions (Ridge and Lasso) were constructed. After 

the first trials, it becomes evident that the Lasso model did not improve significantly, even after adjusting the 

l1 regularization. Therefore the base model was utilized. However, the Ridge algorithm improved immensely 

after tweaking the model. After multiple brute-force attempts, the Lasso algorithm with an alpha rate of 0.1 (l2 

regularization) and the maximum iteration value of 10.000 was constructed.  

For the Tree-based algorithms, XGB, RF and DT, the basic sci-kit library with standard parameters were 

utilized, in order to build the binary classifier. This means, no additional tweaking was performed on these 
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models since these base models were performing exceptionally well. Adjustments one of these models did not 

result in major improvement.  

Lastly, an ANN was designed. Since there is no sufficient base model in TensorFlow's library, an ANN had to 

be constructed from scratch. VGG16’s ANN is very famous and it is regarded as one of the best practices, 

although it is mostly utilized for image recognition.  Since our task is not to build an image classifier but a 

phenotype classifier, a simpler version of the VGG 16 model was sufficient (Simonyan and Zisserman 2015). 

At first, the number of input parameters was defined which equals the number of features. Further on, we 

added two fully connected hidden layers. The first hidden layer has 8 neurons, whereas the second hidden 

layers have only 4. As an activation function, the Leaky ReLU function with a slope of 0.2, was employed. 

Further on, to every hidden layer, the dropout regularization technique was applied, which reduces overfitting 

in ANNs and ‘drops out’ units in the ANN (Srivastava et al. 2014). As a final step, the second hidden layer 

connects to the output layer. For the output layer, the ‘sigmoid’ activation function was used, since binary 

classifier function the best with this function. After creating the model, the model was trained using a batch 

size of 64 (the number of Samples propagated through the ANN) and 250 epochs (one epoch is a full training 

cycle on the training set).  

All models were tested on a Desktop Computer with the following configuration: Windows 10 Professional 

64bit, Intel i7-7700 CPU 3.60 GHz, 16.0 GB DDR3 RAM, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050 2GB Graphics card, 

and Python version 3.6.0. More in-depth description, visuals and evaluation of the entire programming 

procedure is depicted in (Appendix_2, Appendix_3).  

4.3.1.3. Filtering Algorithms 

The number of selected features is set on purpose to the number of 10, because as we analyzed only simple 

genetic markers, for which approximately 10 SNPs have been discovered by researchers. Furthermore, our 

aim, apart from creating a phenotype classifier, is to extract the top 10 relevant SNPs that can be engineered 

and which are not discovered yet, in order to change the phenotype by modifying the SNPs. Moreover, it was 

also crucial to reduce the complexity of our model and thereby increasing the overall quality and efficiency. 

Before concluding that mutual information selection works the best, we rigorously tested other feature 

selection methods. Some machine learning algorithms have already an in-built feature selection mechanism. 

For instance, we tried to extract the main features using the DT algorithm (Appendix_2 (Forest Important 

Features), Appendix_3 (Forest Important Features)). It worked well, however, the mutual information method 

gave better results. Furthermore, we also tried the ANOVA and chi2 feature selection method. Same to the 

mutual information feature selection method, they are based on statistical feature selection methods. Anova 

algorithm is based on variance testing, whereas chi2, as the name indicates uses the chi-squared test. Both 

algorithms performed poorly (Appendix_2 (Filtering Anova and Chi2), Appendix_3 (Filtering Anova and 

Chi2)). In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the feature selection algorithm, we defined some technical 
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requirements. Firstly, could the feature selection algorithm find SNPs which were already discovered and 

approved by previous papers that are relevant for the respective phenotype. We could crass-evaluate our results 

with the following websites6. All discovered SNPs with the respective phenotype linkage are documented on 

these websites. Secondly, we evaluated whether the models’ performance significantly improved after 

applying feature selection. We concluded that the mutual information selection method performed the best and 

therefore it was utilized throughout this paper.  

4.1.3.4. Final Results of the Machine Learning Models 

The overall results of each model are delineated in the tables 3-6. The Tables consist eleven columns. The first 

column illustrates the names of various models that we have described in the ‘Technical Description of the 

Machine Learning Algorithms’. Further on, in the second and third column, the training accuracy and the 

testing accuracy is presented. Moreover, for each class, we included the precision rate, recall rate, F-1 score 

and the number of samples of each class, due to the fact these metrics combined, provide more in-depth insights 

compared to the accuracy scores only. Furthermore, for every dataset, we have created two results tables. The 

first table of the respective dataset delineates the results before applying the mutual information feature 

selection method, whereas the second table shows the results after selecting the 10 best features of the entire 

dataset. 

4.1.3.4.1. Results of the Eye Color Dataset 

The first two tables below illustrate the results of the eye color dataset. The first table indicates the results 

before feature selection and the second table delineates the results after mutual information feature selection. 

As described in the data preparation section, we have two classes in the eye color set. The models aim to 

classify 71 samples as brown eye color and 37 samples as blue eye color correctly. As shown in the second 

column, every model achieved a training accuracy of over 74%. Similar results can be depicted in the third 

column. Testing accuracy for every model is above 63%. Further on, half of the models, KNN, Ridge, ANN 

and RF have a precision rate for the brown eye color close to 70%. The other half, Lasso, DT and XGB model 

achieved a higher precision score of 99%. Again, similar results can be depicted in the fifth column. XGB, DT 

and Lasso are the only models that achieved a score of 99%. The remaining 4 models are close to 80%. 

Unfortunately, the results for the blue eye color are not that promising as for the brown color. The precision 

and recall rates are below 50% for most of the models. Here it must be highlighted that especially ANN and 

KNN performed poorly. KNN has a precision rate of 43% and a recall rate of 27%, whereas ANN had a 

precision and recall rate of only 50% and 24% respectively. In contrast to these two models, DT and XGB 

achieved an F-1 score of 97%, considering that the precision and recall rate was also 97% of these two models. 

                                                      
6 https://snpedia.com/, https://selfdecode.com/, https://anthrogenica.com and https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp/ 

https://snpedia.com/
https://selfdecode.com/
https://anthrogenica.com/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp/
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In total, we can conclude DT, Lasso and XGB models performed the best, whereas the other 4 models 

performed quite similarly bad on the unfiltered dataset.   

Model 

Name 

Training 

Accuracy 

Testing 

Accuracy 

Brown Eye Color Blue Eye Color 

Precision Recall 
F1-

Score 
#Samples Precision Recall 

F-1 

Score 
#Samples 

KNN 74 % 63 % 68 % 82 % 74 % 71 43 % 27 % 33 % 37 

Lasso 98.4 % 98.1 % 99% 99% 99 % 71 97 % 97% 97% 37 

Ridge 100 % 68.5 % 75 % 79 % 77 % 71 55 % 49 % 51 % 37 

ANN 91.59 % 65.74 % 69 % 87 % 77 % 71 50% 24% 33% 37 

XGB 100 % 98 % 99 % 99 % 99 % 71 97 % 97 % 97 % 37 

RF 99.7 % 69.4 % 77 % 76 % 77 % 71 55 % 57 % 56 % 37 

DT 100 % 98.1 % 99 % 99 % 99 % 71 97 % 97 % 97 % 37 

Table 3 Results without Filtering Features – Eye Color Detection  

The bar chart in figure 27 indicates the 10 most relevant SNPs (features) for eye color classification, after 

applying the mutual information feature selection algorithm. It is also evident that the first two features are 

the most crucial ones since their feature importance is above 0.5. Further on, the features that are mentioned 

below were used in order to create the new binary eye color classifier:  

‘RS1129038' ‘RS12913832’, ‘RS1667394’, ‘RS916977’, ‘RS11636232’, ‘RS1470608’, 

‘RS8039195’, ‘RS3935591’, ‘RS4778241’ and ‘RS16950987’ 

 

Figure 27 The 10 best-selected SNPs (Features) for Eye color classification 
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We cross-evaluated our feature selection with the proposed website and we can clearly state that the algorithm 

was able to find all SNPs that relevant for eye-color classification.  

The testing results after applying the mutual information selection method are highlighted in table 4. From 

first glance, we can directly depict that all models performed equally well. All models, which were performing 

poorly, significantly improved. All models achieved a training and testing score above 98%. Further on the 

precision, recall and F-1 score is 99% for the brown eye color, and for the blue eye color, the scores are 97% 

for every model. It can be concluded that all models performed equally well, however, DTs testing accuracy 

is slightly lower compared with other models.  

Model 

Name 

Training 

Accuracy 

Testing 

Accuracy 

Brown Eye Color Blue Eye Color 

Precision Recall F1-

Score 

#Samples Precision Recall F-1 

Score 

#Samples 

KNN 98 % 98 % 99 % 99 % 99 % 71 97 % 97 % 97 % 37 

Lasso 98.4 % 98.1 % 99%  99% 99 % 71 97% 97 % 97 % 37 

Ridge 98.4 % 98.1 % 99 % 99 % 99 % 71 97 % 97 % 97 % 37 

ANN 98.13 % 98.15 % 99 % 99 % 99 % 71 97 % 97 % 97 % 37 

XGB 98 % 98 % 99 % 99 % 99 % 71 97 % 97 % 97 % 37 

RF 99.4 % 98.1 % 99 % 99 % 99 % 71 97 % 97 % 97 % 37 

DT 99.4 % 97.2 % 99 % 99 % 99 % 71 97 % 97 % 97 % 37 

Table 4 Results After Mutual Information Filtering, selecting 10 best features – Eye Color Detection 

4.1.3.4.2. Results of the Lactose Intolerant Dataset 

The tables 5-6 delineate the results of the lactose-intolerant dataset. Again, the first table indicates the results 

before feature selection and the second table depicts the results after mutual information feature selection. 

Same as in the eye color dataset, we have two classes in the lactose intolerant dataset. The aim of the models 

is to classify 29 samples as lactose intolerant and 52 samples as lactose tolerant. At first glance, we can already 

see that this dataset is not as good as the eye-color dataset. All models, except kNN, have a training accuracy 

above 93%. KNN has training and testing accuracy of 71% and 70% respectively. For the other models, the 

testing accuracy was not as good as the training accuracy. On average, the testing score is around 70%. If we 

take a closer look at the F-1 score for lactose intolerant classification, except Lasso, XGB and DT, the scores 

are below 50%. It is also clear that the precision rate for lactose intolerant class is much better than the recall 

rate. However, the F-1 score for the Lactose tolerant class is much better comparing with lactose intolerant 

class. All models achieved an F-1 score above 71%. To be more specific, the f-1 scores are around 80% except 

for RF, which has a score of 72%. For the lactose tolerant, it is vice versa, the recall rate is much better than 

the precision rate. To generalize the findings, none of the models performed extremely well. Nonetheless, 

again XGB. Lasso and DT are the best if we consider training, testing and F-1 scores.   
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Mod

el 

Nam

e 

Trainin

g 

Accurac

y 

Testing 

Accurac

y 

Lactose Intolerant Lactose Tolerant 

Precisio

n 

Reca

ll 

F1-

Scor

e 

#Sampl

es 

Precisio

n 

Reca

ll 

F-1 

Scor

e 

#Sampl

es 

KNN 71% 70 % 78 % 24 % 37 % 29 69 % 96 % 81 % 52 

Lasso 97.5% 76.5% 73%   55% 63% 29 78% 88% 83% 52 

Ridge 100 % 69.1 % 64 % 31 % 42 % 29 70 % 90 % 79 % 52 

ANN 90.87 % 67.90 % 80% 14% 24% 29 67% 98% 80% 52 

XGB 100 % 73 % 65 % 52 % 58 % 29 76 % 85 % 80 % 52 

RF 98.8 % 59.3 % 38 % 21 % 27 % 29 65 % 81 % 72 % 52 

DT 100 % 71.6 % 60 % 62 % 61 % 29 78 % 77 % 78 % 52 

Table 5 Results without Filtering – Lactose Intolerance Classification 

The bar chart in figure 28 shows the 10 most relevant features for lactose intolerance detection, after applying 

the mutual information feature selection method. Here, we cannot clearly spot which feature is important, since 

the feature importance for every selected feature is almost equally distributed. The first SNP, rs4988235 seems 

to be slightly more important than the other SNPs. Despite the results, the following 10 features were utilized, 

with the aim to improve our models and reduce the complexity:  

‘RS4988235’, ‘RS1471344’, ‘RS6724693’, ‘RS182549’, ‘RS1375131’, ‘RS1446585’, 

‘RS12477070’, ‘RS1514756’, ‘RS7585507’ and ‘RS2577273’ 
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Figure 28 The 10 best-selected SNPs (Features) for Lactose Intolerant classification 

After comparing our retrieved SNPs with the SNP databases, we found out that we could only retrieve 2 SNPs 

that were documented, namely the RS4988235 and RS182549. For the other SNPs, there was no 

documentation, which does not mean that they are not relevant.  

Table 6 shows the testing results of each model after applying the mutual information feature selection method. 

Again, we can depict that the results improved significantly after reducing the complexity by using feature 

selection methods. Further on, on the one hand, it is also evident that the training accuracy for every model 

decreased, except the KNN, here the training accuracy increased. But on the other hand, the testing accuracy 

for every model increased. Furthermore, the overall F-1 score for the lactose intolerant class increased to above 

64%. This in turn means, the precision and recall rate increased as well. Only, ANN has an F-1 score of 12%, 

hence the precision and recall rate is 50% and 7% respectively. The F-1 score for Lactose tolerant did not 

increase significantly for all models. However, the recall rate decreased for many models, but the precision 

rate increased instead. To conclude the results, the models performed better after feature selection, however, 

they are still misclassifying many samples. Nonetheless, KNN, Ridge, Lasso and XGB performed the best, if 

we take the training, testing and F-1 score into account. In contrast, the ANN classifier performed poorly and 

had only an F-1 score of 12% for the lactose intolerant classification. It is also evident that XGB, RF and DT 

are slightly overfitting. Pruning these base models, e.g. limiting the maximum depth of each tree, may increase 

the overall accuracy.    
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Model 

Name 

Training 

Accuracy 

Testing 

Accuracy 

Lactose Intolerant Lactose Tolerant 

Precision Recall F1-

Score 

#Samples Precision Recall F-1 

Score 

#Samples 

KNN 80% 79 % 75 % 62 % 68 % 29 81 % 88 % 84 % 52 

Lasso 80% 79.% 75%   62% 68% 29 81% 88% 84% 52 

Ridge 80.1 % 77.8 % 72 % 62 % 67 % 29 80 % 87 % 83 % 52 

ANN 67.22 % 64.20 % 50 % 7% 12% 29 65 % 96% 78 % 52 

XGB 84 % 78 % 72 % 62 % 67 % 29 80% 87% 83 % 52 

RF 88.4 % 74.1 % 72 % 62 % 67 % 29 80% 87% 83 % 52 

DT 87.6 % 75.3 % 67% 62 % 64 % 29 80% 83% 81 % 52 

Table 6 Results After Mutual Information, selecting 10 best features – Lactose Intolerance Classification Analysis of Genome 

Engineering Technologies 

4.4. Analysis of Genome Engineering Technologies 

During the literature review of the genome engineering technologies, it could be seen that neither of the 

available technologies is superior, represented by their diverse inherent characteristics deriving different 

advantages and disadvantages. For this reason, the major differences between the examined systems, such as 

the Zinc-finger Nuclease (ZFN), Transcription Activator-like Effector Nuclease (TALEN), meganuclease 

LAGLIDADG and the Clustered Regularly Interspaced Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) Cas9 System, are 

compared in this chapter. The selected key properties are derived from the Technology Uncertainty chapter, 

which details might retain or validate the biotechnologies usability regarding the predefined consumer issues. 

In order to reduce this uncertainty, the error-elimination strategy considers the analysis of their operational 

precision (EE10) and their preoperational scalability (EE11). These properties are further distributed into sub-

categories for their more transparent comparison, which is discussed in the following paragraphs.  

Regarding the operational precision, the incumbent technologies are analyzed by their recognition precision, 

cleavage efficiency and by their target selection constraints. While the precision of recognition refers to the 

proportion of the accurately recognized target sequences of all the recognized sequences, the cleavage 

efficiency covers the portion of these bonded sequences that implied successful modification. However, it 

acknowledged that regarding an extensive context-dependent analysis further granulation would be required, 

for instance towards acquiring homologous recombination (HE) and non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) 

rates based on the specified environment. Moreover, the latter sub-category includes the relevant constraints 

of target selection that limit the scope of recognition (e.g.: PAM sequence dependence in the case of CRISPR-

Cas9 System).  

The scalability criterion analyzed through four sub-categories, which are the (1) design complexity, (2) 

difficulty of library preparation, (3) opportunity of multiplex targeting and (4) the associated preparation cost. 
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The design complexity is mainly derived from the structure of the engineered complex and the nature of its 

recognition capability. While the former contributes to the design complexity through including the 

considerations regarding the modules engineering (e.g.: triplet zinc finger domain dependence or the 

requirement of two TALEN modules for a DNA dimerization), the latter examines the complexity of 

recognition domain planning (e.g.: based on protein or RNA binding). The difficulty of library preparation 

property is mainly derived from the design complexity, however, it expresses the relevant resource 

consumption. Moreover, the multiplex targeting refers to whether the gene-editing technology is capable of 

operating at multiple target sites within a single operation. Therefore, this property significantly contributes to 

the reduction of relevant costs per gene editing. Finally, the preparation cost encompasses each of the 

previously described characteristics and expresses it from a monetary point of view. However, as the context 

of the incumbent technologies’ applications derives dissimilar results, these values are presented with 

relativistic values, for instance Simple, Moderate and Complex categories regarding the Design complexity. 

The summary of the analyzed genome engineering technologies and the defined properties can be seen below, 

which is followed by their elaborate discussion. 

 ZFN TALEN LAGLIDADG CRISPR-Cas9 

Precision 
(Recognition & 
Cleavage) 

High High High Moderate (High 
off-target 
activity) 

Target 
Constraints 

Context 
dependence 

T binding start & 
Methylation 
sensitivity 

- PAM dependence 

Design 
Complexity 

Moderate (ZFNs’ 
triplet modules 
and neighbor 
influence; Two 
domain required) 

Moderate (Two 
domain required; 
Repetitive 
elements) 

Complex (Unique 
design for each 
target sequence) 

Simple (RNA 
based, Cas9 
constant) 

Difficulty of 
Library 
Preparation 

Difficult (Time & 
Resource 
consumption) 

Moderate (Time 
consumption) 

Difficult (Time & 
computational 
constraints) 

Simple 

Multiplex 
Targeting 

Limited Limited Yes Yes 

Preparation Cost High Moderate High Low 

Table 7 - Summary of gene editing technologies with their selected properties regarding the technological feasibility analysis 

ZFNs significance in the history of gene editing technologies is unequivocal, and its advanced solutions are 

still utilized in medical settings due to their high target-sequence recognition precision and substantially limited 

off-target activity. (Sangamo 2020) However, their wider adoption has been retained due to their expensive, 

time consuming and expertise requiring library preparation process, which is derived mainly from their design 

complexity. These design complexities are described in detail under the literature review of Genome 

Engineering Technology chapters, although a summary of them might provide convenience. First, ZFNs 
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requires the careful assembly of their triplet zinc-finger domains as the adjacent neighbors influence each 

other’s’ recognition capability. Second, two ZFN modules are required to produce double-stranded breaks 

(DSB) on the DNA due to their Fok I cleavage domains, as well as these whole complexes, have to be 

manufactured for different targets. Third, this technology requires a complex understanding of how their 

protein modules bind to the genome (Carroll 2014; Gaj, Gersbach, and Barbas 2013; Ramirez et al. 2008). For 

instance, in 2013 Sangamo BioSciences offered their custom and off-the-shelf solutions for approximately 

$7,000 and $4,000 per piece. (Perkel 2013) 

While ZFNs contributed remarkably to the foundations of our understanding of how gene editing technologies 

work, TALENs seems to have more competitive properties regarding the analyzed factors. While their 

recognition precision and cleavage efficiency are reported to be similar to ZFNs, the major differences are 

derived from their less complex design nature. This is mainly due to the TALE protein domains capability of 

recognizing single nucleotide bases specifically instead of the context-dependent triplet modules of ZFNs, 

which significantly reduces their preparation expenses. However, they still require two complexes in order to 

cause DBS due to their chimeric fusion with the Fok I cleavage domain as well as due to the complexes’ large 

molecular nature their effective delivery requires expertise. In addition, researches are in consensus that their 

operational precision is sensitive to the requirement of T starting nucleotide base and to the sequence’s 

methylation profile (Davis 2014; Gaj, Gersbach, and Barbas 2013). Nevertheless, TALENs can be ordered for 

the fraction of the ZFNs costs, which is well represented by Addgene’s TALEN plasmids that cost $75. 

(Sanjana et al. 2012) However, custom made solutions might be substantially more expensive, for instance as 

Perkel reported about the approximately $3,000 and $5,000 offers by Cellectis Bioresearch. (Perkel 2013) 

Interestingly, meganucleases of the LAGLIDADG family are relatively rarely mentioned in gene editing 

comparison studies, while their high operational precision is widely valued for applications in therapeutics 

development. (Tachibana, 2019, and Pm 2019) The major disadvantage of this technology is related to their 

resource expensive and highly complex library preparation requirements. For each target site, a novel complex 

has to be developed, which recognition precision and cleavage effectiveness are difficult to predict without 

tremendous computational capability used during their digital modeling or time-consuming experiments (Silva 

et al. 2011; Stoddard 2011). For instance, while the CRISPR-Cas and TALEN  libraries can be prepared within 

the period of a week (e.g.: approximately two days for CRISPR and one week for TALEN), Barry Stoddard 

stated that this solution requires approximately 100 days (Tachibana, 2019, and Pm 2019). However, due to 

their compact and non-repetitive structure, meganucleases are well suited for multiplex targeting, that is, to 

modify multiple targets using within a single delivery. (Bluebirdbio 2020) 

Finally, the analysis of the CRISPR-Cas9 System regarding the predefined variables revealed that this 

biotechnology provides the greatest monetary advantages. This is mainly due to its simple design complexity, 

where the Cas protein remains the same throughout various applications and the single-guide RNA is 
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conveniently developed for target recognition as it is based on RNA to DNA complementarity (Doudna and 

Charpentier 2014; Reis et al. 2014). These properties derive the ease of library preparation with cost-efficient 

manufacturing processes, which expenses are further reduced by its capability of multiplex targeting. However, 

during target DNA selection its PAM sequence dependence might cause constraints, as well as there, are 

concerns regarding its operational precision as the technology reported to produce the highest off-target 

activity that might lead to severe cellular damages. Nevertheless, several modifications of the CRISPR-Cas 

system for various PAM sequences with improved recognition precisions become available recently. 

(WareJoncas et al. 2018) Furthermore, designing a custom RNA template for CRISPR is achievable in just a 

few days with the usage of free software and a DNA starter kit that costs around $70. (Archibald and Shwartz 

2018) 

5. Discussion 

This chapter summarizes the results acquired during the technological, commercial, and social analyses of the 

researched genome therapy life cycle. Throughout the following discussions, the focus will be to answer the 

predefined research questions, which formed the backbone of the paper. Although they are discussed in detail 

under the Introduction chapter, their highlighting might provide convenience for the reader. Thus, the specified 

research questions are the following: 

RQ1: Which contemporary technological solutions throughout the genome therapy life cycle have the 

most competitive technical properties regarding mitigating the industry’s relevant issues?  

RQ2: What influencing factors do the genome therapy ecosystem possess that could affect the 

successful market implementation of the conceptualized innovation? 

Therefore, first, the results of the analyzed genome sequencers, developed machine learning algorithms, and 

the investigated gene engineering technologies are summarized and their technological feasibilities are 

evaluated regarding the predefined contemporary genome therapy issues. For the technological feasibility 

evaluation, the developed error-elimination framework is utilized, which establishment can be read under the 

Technological Uncertainty chapter. By the end of their discussion, the most competitive genome sequencing, 

analysis, and engineering technologies will be selected and their feasibilities will be validated or refuted. 

Subsequently, the researched influence of the primary and secondary stakeholder regarding the conceptualized 

innovation’s commercial and social aspects are summarized. Finally, the chapter closes with the elaborated 

evaluation of the applied business framework from Hall and Martin and the utilized Design Science research 

methodology. 
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5.1. Technological Feasibility 

The analysis of technological uncertainties by utilizing Karl Popper’s conjecture-refutation framework 

revealed that which technical properties have to be investigated further in order to validate or to refute the 

individual and collective feasibilities of the relevant technologies throughout the genome therapy life cycle. 

For the analysis of the genome sequencers, eleven state-of-the-art machines have been selected, representing 

each generation (first, next and third) and sequence detection approaches (e.g.: sequencing-by-ligation or 

nanopore sequencing). Regarding the genome analysis, a software library has been developed, which currently 

includes data preparation and machine learning modules tuned for the selected openSNP.org dataset. The 

performance of this artifact is analyzed through the genotype and phenotype prediction results of the seven 

implemented machine learning algorithms (e.g.: Decision Tree or Artificial Neural Network). Finally, for the 

analysis of genome engineering solutions, four of the prevalent biotechnologies (ZFN, TALEN, HE, and 

CRISPR-Cas9) with their opportunities have been investigated. Before their collective technological feasibility 

is addressed, the analyzed technologies are evaluated individually in the following. 

5.1.1. Feasibility of Genome Sequencers 

As a summary of the identified error-elimination strategies, the selected genome sequencer has to be able to 

operate with adequate accuracy (EE1) without losing information about structural variants (EE2) or epigenetic 

profiles (EE3) as well as to cover the largest possible region of the genome (EE4) to provide satisfactory 

information for its downstream genome analysis processes. Furthermore, the sequencer should provide all 

these pieces of information with an outstanding throughput (EE5).  

During the analysis of the selected sequencers under the Analysis of Sequencing Technologies chapter, it could 

be seen that the genome sequencer industry has gone through truly remarkable improvements, which is 

reflected in their relatively high adequacy rate regarding the stated criteria. For better transparency, their results 

regarding these five properties are summarized in Table 8 below as well as the intriguing insights are elaborated 

subsequently. In this table, the results are compressed into not adequate (‘-‘) and adequate (‘+’) categories, 

which are defined by the following thresholds: 

 EE1: at least 99.999% consensus accuracy for adequacy, representing the acknowledged industry 

benchmark. 

 EE2: adequate only in the case of possessing structural variant recognition capability 

 EE3: adequate only in the case of possessing epigenetic information recognition capability 

 EE4: adequate only in the case of possessing whole-genome sequencing (WGS) capability 

 EE5: at least one terrabases per day throughput for adequacy, representing ultrahigh throughput 
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 Accuracy 

(EE1) 

Structural 

Variants 

(EE2) 

Epigenetic  

Information 

(EE3) 

Application 

Scope 

(EE4) 

Throughput 

(EE5) 

First Generation      

Capillary array 
electrophoresis 

     

SeqStudio  + + + - - 

Refreshed 3730 Series + + + - - 

Next Generation      

Hybridization - CRT      

iSeq 100  + + + - - 

MiSeq  + + + - - 

NextSeq 550  + + + - - 

NextSeq 2000  + + + - - 

NovaSeq 6000  + + + + + 

Hybridization - SNA      

Ion GeneStudio S5  * + + + - 

Ion GeneStudio S5 Prime  * + + - - 

Ligation      

SOLiD 5500xl  + + + + - 

SOLiD 5500xl Wildfire  + + + + - 

Nanoball      

DNBSEQ-T7  + + + + + 

DNBSEQ-G50  + + + + - 

Third Generation      

SMLR- SMRT      

Sequel II System  + + + + - 

SMLR - Nanopore      

Flongle  + + + - - 

MinION Mk1C  + + + + - 

PromethION 48  + + + + + 

Table 8 Results of technological uncertainty analysis regarding the selected genome sequencers (‘+’ adequate; ‘-‘ not adequate) 

As it can be seen in the table above, almost all of the selected sequencers comply with the adequacy threshold 

defined for the EE1. However, their consensus accuracies still have to be improved in order to eliminate any 

risks regarding an initial whole-genome sequencing. As it considers approximately three billion nucleotides, a 

99.999% consensus accuracy means that there might be 30.000 falsely recognized bases in the sequencing 

output, where only one might contribute to significantly different phenotype associations. Although 

resequencing susceptible shorter sequences such as single genes could mitigate this concern, regarding not 

understood genetic disorders and increased affordability even higher information retrieval accuracy is 

necessary. 
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During the sequencers analysis, it was revealed that the incorporation of a structural variant (EE2) and 

epigenetic information (EE3) detection has become an industry standard as each of the selected machines 

provided adequate results. Interestingly, only the examined nanopore sequencers are able to detect both of 

these properties in real-time during the sequencing due to their unlimited long and single-molecule read 

capabilities, where the latter property also avoids the modification of the original target sequence, unlike the 

SMRT sequencers. However, in order to acquire comprehensive results, these detection capabilities should be 

analyzed more in-depth. 

Therefore, the competition between the sequencers regarding the analyzed properties is manifested through 

the application scope (EE4) and throughput factors (EE5). Despite the Sanger sequencing remarkable 

involvement during the Human Genome Project, which determined the nucleotide sequence of a human 

genome, expect their analyzed successors each sequencing category has at least one sequencer capable of 

whole-genome sequencing. This might be due to their possessed limited throughputs, which retain their 

efficient further utilization in this market. Regarding the throughput, only the NovaSeq 6000, DBNSEQ-T7 

and PromethION 48 sequencers achieved ultrahigh properties, which machines also achieved adequate results 

in each of the discussed error-elimination categories.  

In overall, the previously mentioned NovaSeq 6000, DBNSEQ-T7 and PromethION 48 machines are the most 

competitive sequencers available on the contemporary market regarding the analyzed properties. Therefore, 

they can be considered adequate candidates for the genome sequencing part of the life cycle. Moreover, these 

sequencers reduced the price of whole-genome sequencing from the previous well-cited $1,000 record to 

approximately $650, which further decreases the entry barriers of this industry. However, considering that the 

PromethION 48 inherently integrates the structural variant and epigenetic information recognition processes, 

has unlimited read length capability as well as it carries a significant unexploited opportunity regarding 

replacing the protein nanopores with graphene solutions in their modular detection cells, this technology might 

be considered as slightly superior compared to the others.  

5.1.2. Feasibility of the Developed Artefact 

In this section of the paper, we will discuss and evaluate the final results of the developed machine learning 

algorithms on the selected eye-color and lactose-tolerance datasets. Further on, we will give a clear suggestion 

about which model would be the right fit regarding the predefined technological uncertainties. Additionally, 

the flaws and benefits of each model will be highlighted.  

5.1.2.1. Filtering Algorithm Evaluation 

Generally looking at the results from both eye-color and lactose-intolerant datasets, it is lucid that the results 

significantly improved after applying mutual information filtering algorithm. Many models were overfitting, 

due to the fact there were too many features. The shape of the dataset was odd if we consider that the datasets 
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had more features than samples. With drastic feature selection, the odd shape could be neutralized, and the 

model complexity lowered, hence, the model accuracy improved. It is also important to note, with wrong 

feature selection methods, e.g. ANOVA and chi2, the models’ accuracies did not improve extensively. The 

reason is clear, wrong features, which were irrelevant for the classification tasks, were selected. This means, 

if the dataset consists a large number of categorical data as input and has to predict categorical data, the mutual 

information selection method works the best. The only flaw with this algorithm is that it is computationally 

intensive and takes quite a long time if the resources are restricted. Alternatively, the Decision Tree’s in-build 

feature selection method can be utilized, since the predictions of Tree-based algorithms, except Random 

Forest’s prediction, were highly accurate even without pre-filtering. However, with the mutual information 

selection method, unlike the tree-based algorithms (Appendix_2 (Forest Important Features), Appendix_3 

(Forest Important Features)), we were able to find more relevant SNPs for the phenotype prediction. For the 

eye color dataset, the mutual information filtering method managed to spot all significant SNPs: (‘RS1129038' 

‘RS12913832’, ‘RS1667394’, ‘RS916977’, ‘RS11636232’, ‘RS1470608’, ‘RS8039195’, ‘RS3935591’, 

‘RS4778241’ and ‘RS16950987’ ) that were vital for the eye-color prediction, and for the lactose intolerant 

prediction, it was able to spot 2 relevant SNPs (RS4988235 and RS182549).  

This leaves the reader pondering, why the feature selection functioned much better for the eye color dataset 

compared to the lactose intolerant dataset. There are multiple explanations for this circumstance. One plausible 

reason could be that the lactose-intolerant dataset consisted twice as many features as the eye-color dataset. 

Since more features mean more complexity and thereby the algorithm might have trouble retrieving the right 

SNPs. Another viable explanation could be that we found new SNPs that are significant for lactose intolerant 

classification but not documented yet. However, if this would be the case, the accuracy would substantially 

increase, the same as in the eye-color dataset. Unfortunately, this is not the case, according to the results. 

Another reasonable argument could be that the lactose dataset is generally noisier than the eye-color dataset. 

As a reminder, it must be considered that both datasets are open-source and the phenotypes of each individual 

are self-reported. We believe, to identify the right eye color is not a challenging task for most of the individuals, 

since this phenotype is clearly visible. However, to perform a self-diagnosis on lactose intolerance is definitely 

a challenge. The person might be allergic to another substance or the lactose intolerance is temporary and some 

genes have already mutated. A clinical blood report, which approves the intolerance, would clarify the 

situation. 

5.1.2.2. Machine Learning Model Evaluation 

From our results, we can also identify that Lasso and XGB performed the best. They were performing better 

than the other algorithms, in terms of testing and training accuracy, precision, and recall rate. However, the 

biggest flaw is that these algorithms are a black box and difficult to comprehend for non-computer scientists. 

As identified in the stakeholder analysis, for people it is crucial to understand the decision-making process. 
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Therefore, we would suggest utilizing the DT algorithm, even if we have to compromise with accuracy. It must 

be noted that the overall results of the DT algorithm are only a hint worse than Lasso and XGB. Furthermore, 

we used only the base DT model without fine-tuning. With fine-tuning, the results would increase slightly, 

since DTs are prone to overfitting as also seen Lactose tolerant dataset results. The biggest benefit of this 

algorithm is that the decision-making process in a DT is transparent and easy to comprehend as indicated in 

(Appendix_2 (Decision Tree after pre-Filtering), Appendix_3 (Decision Tree after pre-Filtering)). The user 

can clearly follow each step in the tree plus each significant gene will be highlighted that was responsible for 

the prediction in (Appendix_2 (Decision Tree), Appendix_3 (Decision Tree)). From the Appendix_2 and 

Appendix_3, we can also depict that the decision-making process is very complex, but still lucid, after applying 

the filtering method, because the width and depth of the tree per se increased extremely, even when the number 

of features was reduced significantly.  

5.1.2.3. Comparison with other Research Studies 

Unfortunately, for the lactose intolerant dataset, we could not find any comparable research papers. However, 

for the eye color dataset (Fang et al. 2017) paper seems to very promising. They also tried to predict with the 

linear support vector machine learning algorithm the blue and “non-blue” eye-color by utilizing raw genetic 

data. Moreover, the most significant SNP that is responsible for the blue eye color could be identified. 

Comparing our results, with (Fang et al. 2017) results, we can state that our approach, managed to find more 

significant SNPs, not only for the blue eye color but also for hazel/brown eye color. Further on, our results 

were slightly better than their results. Their overall accuracy is 95% whereas, our best algorithm had an 

accuracy of 98% after applying the filtering algorithm. The reason might be that their dataset might be noisier 

since their dataset is also an open-source dataset. Furthermore, for technical oriented people support vector 

machine might be understandable, however, for non-technical people, such as business-oriented stakeholders 

or patients, the decision-making process is opaque. With a DT classifier, as we utilized in our design science 

research paper, the decision-making process is transparent.      

Furthermore, other comparable results regarding the eye-color dataset could be acquired from Patricia Francis 

Lyon’s research presentation at the 2017 SciPy Conference (Lyon 2017). With her coworkers, they have 

prepared the same openSNP.org dataset and developed several machine learning algorithms with the same 

objectives of predicting phenotypes based on genotypes and find novel SNPs responsible for phenotypes. 

However, their data preparation method was different compare to ours as they substantially compressed the 

available genotype information to only three values, while we used the maximum 16 variables, as discussed in 

detail under the Data Preparation chapter. Their developed Random Forest and Decision Tree models produced 

89% accuracies, as well as they, could find the top 10 most significant SNPs identified by previous researchers. 

Therefore, our algorithms are able to predict phenotype to genotype associations with significantly higher 

accuracy (98%), while also able to identify the responsible SNPs. 
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5.1.2.4. Precision and Recall Dilemma 

Another aspect that we must discuss is the precision and recall rate dilemma. Generally, these metrics are 

contradicting, and it is difficult to achieve high precision and recall scores. Usually, if the precision score is 

high than the recall rate is low and vice versa. Therefore, many data-scientists try to tweak their model in such 

a manner that the precision and recall rate is balanced, hence, to maximize the f-1 score. If the f-1 score is 

already high, as seen in our eye-color dataset, then no additional tweaking is needed. However, if the 

maximized f-1 score is low, in some business cases, it is beneficial to have a higher precision rate at the expense 

of a lower recall rate or the other way around. If we take the example of the lactose intolerant dataset. It would 

be beneficial, if we would prune the model in such a manner that we have a high recall rate for lactose intolerant 

but also a high precision rate for lactose tolerant patients. For lactose intolerance diagnosis, we are interested 

in finding all the lactose intolerance patients plus we want to assure patients with lactose tolerance with a high 

precision rate. The downside is, if we increase the recall rate for the lactose intolerance on the cost of precision 

rate, more blood tests have to be conducted, in order to verify the assumptions. However, conducting 

‘unnecessary’ blood tests are not as lethal as not identifying lactose intolerant patients. If the machine learning 

algorithm predicts that a person is lactose tolerant, we want to be certain that the prediction is accurate, and no 

further steps are needed. 

5.1.2.5. Artificial Intelligence vs Doctors 

As we already realized that AI algorithms are very complex and often seen as a black box and therefore many 

people have trust issues in such a technology. So, it leaves us pondering whether machine learning algorithms 

can substitute doctors, especially when patients have high trust in doctors. Currently, AI cannot establish a 

fluent patient-doctor relationship. As we already mentioned in the literature review section, AI might be more 

accurate than doctors, however, in socio-economic tasks, such as dealing with patients or patients relatives, a 

doctor will outperform the AI (Davenport and Ronanki 2018). Therefore, our approach is seen more as an aid 

for the doctors. A synergy between AI and doctors will exploit the full potential of the treatment procedure. 

Machine learning algorithms should work in the back end, whereas doctors should interact on the front-end 

side (Anirban Mukhopadhyay, David Kügler, Andreas Bucher, Dieter Fellner, and Thomas Vogl 2019).  

5.1.2.6. Ethical Issues with Artificial Intelligence 

Generally, ethics in relation to AI and bioengineering is a widely discussed topic, which we also identified 

while looking at secondary stakeholders. Many people express their concern over the power to alter life with 

bioengineering. We assume, it strongly depends on how the technology is utilized. If such technologies help 

to reduce public pain, such as enabling better treatment procedures for diabetes, cancer, or HIV, then the 

technology is widely accepted, as approved by this article (Hampel, Pfenning, and Peters 2000). However, if 

bioengineering is only utilized for cosmetic enhancement, such as changing the eye-color or making tomatoes 

bigger and juicier, than gene altering is denied. From the secondary stakeholder analysis, we can clearly see 
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ethics become secondary if humans’ life quality can be drastically increased. The same arguments are given 

for AI. The problem with AI is, who will be responsible, consists in the question about the responsibility of 

the diagnosis that is communicated to the patients. A potential case scenario could be that the machine learning 

algorithm identifies another unknown disease that potentially could be lethal for the patient, however, the 

patient has only given explicit consent to process the data in regard to the actual disease. This case scenario 

projects an ethical dilemma from the actual data processing to a human ethical dilemma. In this situation, the 

doctor has two main options. Should the doctor neglect the situation, as it was not the purpose of the data 

processing and diagnosis-process, or should the doctor inform the patient potentially have another disease and 

thereby break the contractual agreement between the doctor and patient? Ethical and data concerns become 

secondary, if it can help cure the patient, however, there are still limiting legal factors for data processing. 

5.1.2.7. General Data Protection Regulation: Article 17    

How the data is processed or used, became even more present after the introduction of the General Data 

Protection Regulation (GDPR).  The main purpose is to ensure a general level of data protection and privacy 

for all European Citizens (GDPR 2016). Especially, article 17, concerning the right to be forgotten, has gained 

increased attention due to the outcome of the Google Spain Case. Here Google was forced to delete all 

information about a Spanish individual (Google Spain Case 2014). Companies like Google, Facebook or even 

our artifact strongly rely on data. Due to the 2018 published regulations, companies are facing new challenges, 

but also creates opportunities for companies who understand the drivers behind why consumers want their 

personal data to be deleted. For example, a challenge for our artifact is that we cannot perform classification 

tasks without data since machine learning is strongly reliant on data quality and quantity. However, if we 

provide more transparency on how the data is used and processed, the reputation will increase, which in turn 

will attract new users and we will get more data. If we take a closer look at Article 17, about the right to be 

forgotten, the first paragraph illuminates the basic idea of this article:  

“The data subject shall have the right to obtain from the controller the erasure of personal data concerning 

him or her without undue delay and the controller shall have the obligation to erase personal data without 

undue delay where one of the following grounds applies” (GDPR 2016). 

In order to understand this paragraph, it is important to shed light on various terms, which are defined in Article 

4 of the GDPR as follows: 

Personal data describe any piece of information related to an identified or identifiable natural person 

(Trzaskowski et al. 2018).  

Data Subject is defined as an identified or identifiable natural person’ to whom the piece of 

information corresponds (GDPR 2016). 
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Data Controller ‘means the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which, 

alone or jointly with others, determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data’ 

(GDPR 2016). 

Data Processor ‘is a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which processes 

personal data on behalf of the controller’ (GDPR 2016). 

This legislation seems to be very strict and would restrict many future developments. Therefore, a range of 

exemptions in the legislation that allows the data controller to keep the personal data have been stipulated. 

These exemptions include elements such as if the erasure is in violation with freedom of speech and 

information if personal data is needed for the public interest, scientific or historical research or statistical 

purposes, further on, ‘for reasons of public interest in the area of public health’ (GDPR 2016). From this we 

can argue that we can store and process personal data for our artifact if we ensure, the data is only used for 

public health plus aids for medical treatment or social care. Further on, we must assure that the data is stored 

and processed appropriately.   

5.1.3. Feasibility of Genome Engineering Technologies 

Regarding the last phase of the personalized genome therapy life cycle, two major error-elimination strategies 

have been identified. These were related to the available biotechnologies’ operational precision (EE1) and 

scalability (EE2), which concerns were further granulated into six sub-categories for their more in-depth 

analysis under the Analysis of Genome Engineering Technologies chapter. For the analysis four of the 

prevalent gene editing technologies were selected, which are the ZFN, TALEN, LAGLIDADG of the HE 

family, and the CRISPR-Cas9 system.  

Throughout the analysis of their operational precision, which included their recognition precision, cleavage 

efficiency, and target selection constraints, it could be identified that while the ZFN, TALEN and 

LAGLIDADG technologies are usually providing better results, thus utilized in various widely recognized 

medical settings, the CRISPR-Cas9 suffers from high off-target activity that retains its acknowledgment. 

However, initiatives that are in the research and development phase might resolve ultimately the CRISPR-

Cas9 systems’ issue in the close future, which is also represented by its first approved therapy regarding a 

hereditary blindness disorder. (Ledford 2020)   

In contrast, regarding the analysis of scalability, which is examined through the properties of design 

complexity, the difficulty of library preparation, multiplex targeting, and relevant preparation costs, it was 

revealed that the ZFN, TALEN, and LAGLIDADG editing tools fall far behind compare to the CRISPR-Cas9. 

The design simplicity of the CRISPR-Cas9 system with its constant Cas protein and well-understood and 

conveniently programmable RNA based recognition domain holds significant disruptive potential. 
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Nevertheless, due to the former group’s high operational precision, they still have high demand, although they 

are specialized for limited use cases. 

Therefore, it can be seen that a solution that would have the potential to adequately comply with both error-

elimination strategies is currently not available due to the distinct trade-offs between the technologies’ 

advantages and disadvantages. Thus, the genome engineering facet of the genome therapy life cycle is not 

feasible technologically regarding the predefined consumer problems, which results in the refutation of the 

identified tentative theory (TT1). Nevertheless, due to the widespread attention in the scientific community 

regarding the CRISPR-Cas Systems, it can be anticipated that this technology will form a significant role in 

the upcoming decade’s genome therapy industry. Therefore, the CRISPR-Cas system still deserves the 

attention as well as until its limitations are eliminated, the valuable experience might be acquirable through 

utilizing this technology in more risk-tolerated environments, for instance in plant-based fields. 

5.1.4. Summary of the Technological Feasibility Analysis 

In the previous chapters, the genome therapy life cycle’s individual phases have been evaluated regarding their 

technological feasibility based on the predefined error-elimination strategies. A brief summary of the findings 

is discussed in the following. As these error-elimination strategies are derived from the predefined 

contemporary genome therapy issues, the discussed technologies will be considered as the most advantageous 

candidates for the first research question.  

Regarding the genome sequencer technologies, it was revealed that from the seventeen analyzed state-of-the-

art machines, representing each of the sequencing generations and detection techniques, three provided 

adequate results regarding the stated concerns (EE1-5). These are namely the NovaSeq 6000 of the sequencing-

by-hybridization approach, the DNBSEQ-T7 of the DNA nanoball sequencing technique, and the PromethION 

48 of the third generational nanopore technology. In addition, it was discussed that the latter machine carries 

several unique advantages, such as its unlimited long read capability or the currently unexploited graphene 

nanopore implementation, which might suggest the technological superiority in the upcoming years. However, 

collectively each of the sequencers’ consensus accuracy have to be improved in order to further mitigate the 

risk of base misclassifications in the case of whole-genome sequencing. 

The developed software library based on the openSNP.org dataset could partially validate its SNP network 

recognition ability (EE6-7), as datasets were not available for complex genetic disorders. However, regarding 

simple phenotypes, it produced significantly high results with 98% accuracy and found all the SNPs in the case 

of the eye-color and several in the case of lactose-tolerance, which have been validated by previous 

experimental studies. The relationship between these found SNPs is also meaningful for not data scientists as 

they could be depicted as conveniently interpretable leaves of Decision Trees. However, the integration of 

further Big Datasets, such as related to haplotype groups, demographics, or epigenetics, is still required in 
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order to be able to substantially narrow down or even to validate the identified SNP networks responsible for 

specified phenotypes (EE8). Moreover, during the software library’s implementation, time and space 

complexity-wise algorithms have been used, enabling its relatively convenient scalability for larger genomic 

datasets with increased user instances and alleles (EE9). Overall, the technological feasibility of the artifact has 

not been refuted as well as its further advancement is still ongoing. 

Finally, during the feasibility of the four gene editing biotechnologies, it was found that an inevitable trade-

off exists between their error-elimination strategies, which were related to their operational precision (EE10) 

and scalability (EE11). Thus, one must choose between high expenses and high-risk technologies. This 

inadequacy refutes the incumbent technologies feasibility regarding the stated criteria, which also retains the 

successful implementation of such conceptualized value-chain that aims to solve the identified contemporary 

issues of the genome therapy industry (TT1).  

Furthermore, even though the selected technologies have significant potential for mitigating each of the three 

contemporary concerns (P1-3), they are not ready to achieve the initially defined desire of solving them. 

Nevertheless, the developed artifact in combination with the sequencing phase could already provide 

substantial value for consumers, such as the preventive identification of health risks or the reduction of research 

expenses related to revealing genes responsible for genetic disorders. Additionally, as mentioned earlier, the 

integration of the CRISPR-Cas9 system might open up opportunities regarding different consumer segments 

where the operational risks are more accepted, such as in the case of plant modification. Therefore, the value 

creation opportunity of the conceptualized genome therapy life cycle remains unequivocal. Finally, a visual 

summary of the technological feasibility analysis and its developed results can be seen below: 
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Figure 29 Abstract representation of the technological feasibility analysis. (Green - Validated, Yellow - Minor Issues, Red - Refuted) 

5.2. Commercial and Social Uncertainties 

The analysis of the commercial and social uncertainties through Karl Popper’s conjecture-refutation and 

piecemeal social engineering approaches revealed five primary stakeholders and five secondary stakeholders, 

who possess relevant influencing power regarding the disruption or assistance of the conceptualized 

innovation. Their complex - and sometimes ambiguous - network of interests with their intensity potential 

regarding these factors are discussed in the following. These concerns altogether provide the answer to the 

second research question. 

5.2.1. Commercial Uncertainties 

During the analysis of commercial uncertainties that surround the conceptualized value-chain’s commercial 

feasibility, five salient primary stakeholders were identified with influencing power, who are the customers, 
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complementary innovators, suppliers, investors, and the government.  As stated previously, the ultimate 

elimination of these uncertainties is achievable through a practical Customer Development Process, however, 

its reduction could be significantly increased by analyzing the stakeholders' economic interactions with the 

innovator as well as their indirect influence through interacting with each other. Moreover, while the analyzed 

customer segment is people with genetic diseases, it was revealed that the general architecture of the value-

chain could find product-market fit with other segments as well, such as businesses that work with plants or 

animals. Nevertheless, each segment requires tangible traction on customer development in order to attract 

initial investment, which could reduce the resource entry barriers of the market. 

Regarding the complementary innovators, it was found that they could affect the commercial feasibility of the 

innovation through various channels, which might be either positive or negative regarding the incumbent 

innovator casual profit mechanisms. While the competition for market share with similarly structured 

competitors derives several advantages, such as thriving the suppliers’ technological advancements, increasing 

the extent of investor and customer awareness, mitigating the cumbersome regulatory requirements or 

providing substantial knowledge through their mistakes and publicized information, the competition with 

substitute innovators (e.g.: pharmacies) might cause disruption for each ends. This is due to the contradicting 

nature of the members’ business models, as while the substitute innovations offer solutions for mitigating the 

effect of genetic diseases, the discussed innovation aims to solve the source problem at the DNA’s level. 

However, it is acknowledged that there are genetic malfunctions, which effects are mainly regulated by 

environmental factors, therefore this disruption requires further portfolio analysis considering the substitutes’ 

offers. 

The analysis of the genome sequencing and engineering suppliers revealed several analysis considerations 

regarding whether their processes’ vertical integration could contribute to a competitively advantageous 

architecture. While the predictable market demand, strategic alignment of business units, the complementarity 

of capabilities, and capacity considerations suggest their integration, the uncertainty surrounding the 

technological development contradicts it. As it could be seen throughout the Literature Review chapters, both 

the sequencers and engineering solutions have gone through remarkably rapid advancements, which is 

expected to continue, especially when considering the novel findings of graphene nanopore or advanced 

CRISPR-Cas systems. Therefore, the integration of the contemporary supplier solutions’ might result in a 

technological local-maximum lock-in that places the innovator in a disadvantageous position in longer-terms. 

Finally, it was found that the government carries salient commercial feasibility retaining power regarding both 

the genome analysis and engineering processes due to understandable health risk considerations. While for the 

former there are already established rules that can be followed, the latter requires the severe involvement of 

regulatory organizations. Therefore, these factors inevitably increase further the entry barriers of the market 
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implementation, and their compliances have to be taken seriously as their objective is in alignment with the 

innovation’s desire, that is, to increase the wellbeing of patients with minimal risks involved. 

5.2.2. Social Uncertainties 

As indicated in previous sections, secondary stakeholders have a strong impact on disruptive technologies. For 

our supply chain, we identified five main secondary stakeholders that have the potential to disrupt or either 

support our idea.  

Firstly, the scientific community is twofold. One the one hand, we have researchers that work under 

governmental or private institutions and are bound to contractual agreements and regulations. Breaking or 

challenging these rules will cost them their job and reputation. Therefore, these people try to comply with these 

guidelines. However, if an influential researcher publishes a paper that supports or refutes the key idea of our 

approach, it might have a strong impact. However, we must also consider that researchers do not have such a 

strong impact as biohackers. These people neglect rules and regulations and trying to experiment in their 

environment. It must be noted that DIY-biohackers have a bad reputation, although they have developed high 

ethical standards, as identified in the analysis section. These people are also seen as champions who are ready 

to take risks and drive the technology to further development. Their main focus is not creating bioweapons or 

mutants which can destroy mankind or cause any damage but to help society. According to our understanding, 

these people are more impactful than scientific researchers, because they are ready to present impactful 

technologies in public and are not fearing the consequences if something fails.  

However, especially the media targets those people and categorizes them as a potential risk, due to the fact 

they have the potential to threaten society. If a project of a biohacker fails, the media will try to highlight it. 

The actual truth is that these people do not have the extensive knowledge and resources to create such a weapon 

(Kuzma 2016). A similar example can be seen with autonomous driving cars. Tesla is known for the autopilot 

function that works with AI. A man in Florida died, while he was playing video games and sitting in his Tesla 

car (BBC 2020). As the headline ‘Tesla Autopilot crash driver 'was playing video game'’ (BBC 2020) indicates, 

it was completely Tesla autopilot’s fault that the car crashed. However, this is only partially true, if we look 

further down in the article, it is clearly written that Tesla only offers a semi-autonomous autopilot and the 

driver must be alert all the time. From the headline, it gives the impression that Tesla is fully responsible for 

the death which is not the case. Another aspect is, many people die from car crashes while being on their 

smartphones. The only difference in this particular case is that Tesla will be targeted not the user per se like in 

other articles. As an example, the headline from (Schweber and Tully 2019) ‘She Texted About Dinner While 

Driving. Then a Pedestrian Was Dead’ clearly indicates the mistake of the driver and not of the car. With this 

example, we want to delineate that media can substantially influence primary and other secondary 

stakeholders, hence make a meaningful impact. From this example, we can also see that one negative report 

could potentially destroy the positive accumulated reputation. 
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If the media publishes something about DNA altering and power of changing life, particularly religious and 

ethical people become alert. Considering the quote from the bible ‘So God created man in his own image, in 

the image of God created he him; male and female created he them’ (Bible n.d.), for pious people it seems like 

that humans have the same power as God, which is not acceptable for all of them. In a collection, like any 

other secondary stakeholder, they can revolt against our supply chain and thereby influence our business 

strategy.  

The last secondary stakeholder group which we identified was the environmental activists. They are concerned 

about the nature and the impact of DNA alteration. They fear DNA engineering might harm or even destroy 

our ecological system. Concerns about destruction are reasoned, however without experimenting, we cannot 

progress further or improve the life quality. Obviously, potential mutations could happen after changing DNA 

sequences, but we must also consider that mutation takes place without gene engineering. It is a natural 

phenomenon. Further on, not all mutations have to be destructive. As an example, the human evolved over the 

years from a dichromate to trichromatic. This means, nowadays many humans can process three independent 

channels for conveying colors which was not feasible beforehand.  

Generally, we realized that any secondary stakeholder could have a strong impact on our supply chain. We 

cannot clearly identify which one is the most influential. Further on, there must be some salient secondary 

stakeholders that we have not taken into consideration yet, due to the fact that our approach is still in the 

conceptualization phase. Nonetheless, a competitive advantage can be gained, if we spot the potential threats 

and form a piecemeal engineering strategy that will satisfy the individual group of stakeholders. Unfortunately, 

we must also accept the fact that not all stakeholders can be convinced, due to controversial thinking and goals. 

5.3. Evaluation of the used Business Framework and Methodology 

The final chapter of the Discussion critically evaluates the utilized framework and methodology. First, the 

radical technology development framework by Hall & Martin, used for analyzing the primary and secondary 

stakeholders’ influence regarding technological, commercial and social aspects of the innovation, is presented 

with its advantages and limitations. Subsequently, the research project’s adequacy regarding the Design 

Science methodology’s guidelines are discussed, which is ultimately closed by the evaluation of the 

framework’s usability.  

5.3.1. Framework Hall & Martin evaluation 

For the business part of the thesis, we utilized Hall & Martin’s framework in order to analyze the primary and 

secondary stakeholder and their potential of influencing the successful implementation of the conceptualized 

artifact. Thereby, it was feasible to analyze technological, commercial, and social uncertainties. As promising 

this framework sounds, there are some flaws that we stumbled upon. Firstly, we would like to mention the 

positive aspects of this framework, afterwards, we will highlight the challenges we were facing in our research. 
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For design science research, it is crucial to evaluate the stakeholders beforehand, in order to understand their 

requirements. Therefore, Hall & Martin’s framework, which is built upon Karl Popper’s conjecture-refutation 

and piecemeal social engineering approaches, seems to be appropriate. With this framework, we could 

effectively evaluate our primary and secondary stakeholders as well as put them in a relationship with 

technological, commercial, and social uncertainties. Furthermore, with Popper’s social engineering techniques, 

Hall & Martin delineated how to reduce uncertainties and gain competitive advantage, which is especially 

crucial for radical technologies. While with Popper’s refutation approach a strict evaluation framework could 

be developed that proved to be a good fit throughout the analysis of relevant technologies. Another plus point 

is that the framework was specially designed for businesses, which are dealing with rapidly changing disruptive 

technologies. In their paper (J. Hall et al. 2011; J. K. Hall and Martin 2005), they successfully applied their 

framework on the biotechnology company Monsanto and thereby, illustrated that specifically for 

biotechnology companies this framework is suitable. 

However, the challenges that we faced with this framework are reasoned by the fact that our artefact is still in 

the conceptualization phase. To evaluate, commercial, social and organizational uncertainties is quite difficult, 

when the potential secondary stakeholders are opaque. Furthermore, we cannot predict whether stakeholders 

will accept or refute our supply chain. This means, we cannot assure the commercial viability. Moreover, we 

could not give any statements about the organizational uncertainties, because a company infrastructure is not 

available yet. Therefore, we think for early-stage projects, this framework is not entirely the perfect fit. A 

combination with a more practical, start-up-based framework might resolve this issue. Nevertheless, we must 

agree, highlighting potential threats may help to be prepared and thus gain a competitive advantage. 

Since Hall & Martin’s framework is relatively new and not widely cited, there are not many critics about it. 

However, the framework is based on Karl Popper’s conjecture refutation and piecemeal social engineering 

approaches, which are well known and also criticized by many scholars. It is also acknowledged that Karl 

Popper is a strong positivist and tried to enforce his attitude towards social science. Moreover, by many 

scholars, especially his falsification theory was criticized (Rowbottom 2011). Thomas Kuhn, who is a well-

known philosopher was completely against his theories. He states that dominant and well-established theories 

should be developed and defended, whereas Popper thinks that ‘dogmatic’ theories should be attacked. In the 

debate ‘Kuhn vs Popper’, it gets clear that both parties have valid points and there is no clear winner, as 

indicated by (Rowbottom 2011). Karl Popper states a researcher should be generally critical and his aim should 

be to overthrow a theory, whereas Thomas Kuhn explains, being overcritical, does not lead to progress or new 

innovations. Furthermore, he mentions, existing theories are needed for ‘solving puzzles’. With ‘solving 

puzzles’, he refers to scientific research questions that must be solved by utilizing existing theories and 

assuming that these theories are valid. Our viewpoint is to a certain extent congruent with (Rowbottom 2011) 

that both extremes are not suitable, however, our philosophical stance is more towards positivism rather being 
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a functionalist or interpretivist. The reason is, we have strong technical backgrounds and try to approach 

problems in a structured manner in order to find the single truth, although still acknowledging that this truth 

might become obsolete in the face of more advanced findings. Furthermore, in social sciences there inherently 

exists many optimal solutions for a certain hypotheses, which retains the establishment of any single truths.  

Popper was also criticized for his conjecture refutation approach, due to the fact that an evaluation of a failed 

or successful circumstance is sometimes opaque (Houck 2009; Thornton 2019). Moreover, it is difficult to 

estimate the future outcome of a circumstance without having enough pieces of information. Further on, the 

piecemeal engineering technique was also under critic by many scholars, because Popper tried to mitigate the 

pain, instead of increasing the overall happiness of the society (Thornton 2019).  

Generally, it becomes evident that Popper has a strong critical, schematic, and hard-science derived approach, 

which is not completely compatible with social science research but more for technologically derived papers. 

Since our design science, research paper is highly technical and the stakeholder analysis is also influenced by 

many technical aspects, Popper’s conjecture-refutation and social piecemeal engineering approaches are 

sufficient for this paper. However, we also acknowledge that his approach might not work for all stakeholder 

problems and thereby the exploitation of other frameworks, which are more suitable for the specific situation, 

could reveal further advantages.     

5.3.2. Design Science Framework Evaluation  

In the Methodology section, we presented the Design Science research framework with the proposed guidelines 

by (A. R. Hevner et al. 2004), which we applied throughout the thesis. As a reminder, the first guideline 

suggests that a design science research must create a viable artifact in the form of a construct, model, method 

or an instantiation. As delineated throughout the paper, we created a model by utilizing DNA-sequencing, -

analysis and -engineering technologies that might help to reduce stakeholders' pains regarding genetic 

treatments. Moreover, as a construct, we have developed an extensive software library with several data 

preparation and machine learning modules, which altogether can be used to predict genotype-phenotype 

associations with high precision as well as to reveal responsible genetic markers. 

Our research also complies with the second guideline, which suggests that the developed technology should 

aim to solve relevant business problems. The backbone of the research project built on the relevant 

contemporary issues of personalized treatments, which guided both the technological and social aspects of 

artifact development. However, as it was revealed in the case of market implementation, not all stakeholders 

would be satisfied due to the ambiguous and contradicting incentives they possess, which is particularly true 

regarding the ecosystem of secondary stakeholders. 

Furthermore, the third and fifth guidelines suggest that the artifact must be rigorously tested via well-designed 

evaluation methods. While the genome analysis software has been rigorously tested by the well-accepted data 
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science evaluation methods, regarding the conceptualized genome therapy life cycle a strict technological 

feasibility evaluation framework could be developed that guided its construction. However, considering the 

commercial and social aspects of the research, it is acknowledged that their evaluation will become possible 

once the artifact interacts with customers.  

Moreover, regarding the fourth guideline that considers the contribution towards the scientific community, we 

could provide valuable analysis for the biotechnology, computer science, and business research communities 

in the following ways. First, the individual and collective analysis of the genome sequencing, analysis, and 

engineering industries, from both technical and social aspects, might provide valuable knowledge regarding 

the snapshot of the latest available technologies in the industry as well as about their opportunities and 

limitations for other researchers. Additionally, the developed software library and its results could provide 

convenient solutions for bioinformatics, who would analyze the openSNP.org’s continuously increasing 

dataset. 

Regarding the sixth guideline, as the market implementation was not available during the research project 

satisfying the laws has only been theoretically analyzed. Lastly, according to the seventh guideline, it is vital 

to present the Design Science research paper in such a manner that both business- and technology-oriented 

people will understand. We acknowledged that our research paper is quite technical which was inevitable to 

explain the key concepts. This means, business-oriented people may have struggles to comprehend all aspects 

of the artifact. Nonetheless, our opinion is that the main gist of the artifact is understandable for a non-technical 

person as well.  

Overall, we can affirm that we complied with most design science research guidelines, which were stipulated 

by (A. R. Hevner et al. 2004). However, we must acknowledge that this research paper has some limitations 

and the desired tangible artifact is not fully constructed yet. The sequencing and engineering parts are still 

presented theoretically as well as the entire supply chain could not be publicly tested. Nevertheless, we think 

that the design science research framework was appropriate since our aim was to create an artifact that has the 

potential to contribute towards mitigating the specified prevalent contemporary issues, which are faced by the 

healthcare sector. 
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6. Future Outlook 

The paper at hand left several technological, commercial, and social considerations to be answered by the 

following researches. As these limitations will form an integral part of the upcoming artifact’s improvement 

phase both technically and strategically, they are first summarized, which is followed by a brief discussion 

about the planned introduction strategy. 

Regarding the sequencer machines, the in-depth analysis of graphene nanopore sequencers and their various 

structural solutions could clarify more the future outlook of the sequencing industry. Moreover, the 

investigation of the advancements in the material science field, particularly regarding single-layered 

nanostructures, might reveal further detector solutions with increased efficiencies regarding the discussed 

properties (e.g.: accuracy or throughput).  

The analysis software undoubtedly carries many improvement opportunities, for example by increasing the 

dimensions of the genotype and phenotype information that is, involving more individuals with more data 

points into the analysis. In addition, the increase of their phenotype’s veracity through professional doctors 

and the involvement of more accurate third party sequencers could further improve the results of the models. 

By increasing the dimensions of the datasets, it will also become possible to verify whether the developed 

machine learning algorithms could provide satisfactory results regarding more complex and rare genetic 

markers. Moreover, the development of regression models for continuous phenotypes (e.g.: individual’s 

height) could further increase the scope of covered genetic markers. Furthermore, the integration of other Big 

Data sources such as haplotype maps, epigenomic, proteomic or interatomic datasets have the potential to 

further decrease the research expenses of genotype and phenotype functional associations.  

Finally, further investigation is required to analyze those re-engineered CRISPR-Cas systems that are currently 

in the research and development phase as they might carry significantly more advantageous properties, 

especially regarding their operational precision, which could significantly increase the discussed innovation’s 

technological feasibility. 

In parallel to researching and implementing the previously mentioned limitations, we would like to decrease 

the commercial uncertainties by stepping into the Customer Development Process as well, where we can 

interact with consumers on the market. By developing the artifact further based on the possible customer 

feedbacks, a Build-Measure-Learn cycle can be established, which is an integral part of a Lean Startup model. 

(Reis et al. 2014) The focus during these cycles would be to minimize the time of feedback loops and resources 

between probable pivots. However, as the found concerns regarding the gene engineering technologies retain 

the process’s feasible integration, the focus of artifact would be to reduce the research expenses of identifying 

genetic markers through the genome analysis software. Therefore, the motivation of the artifact would remain 
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the same, that is, to mitigate the surrounding the genome therapy industry, particularly regarding the high 

expenses involved in genetic disorder researches.  

7. Conclusion 

The main objectives of this research were to find out whether the latest technologies could provide a feasible 

solution for mitigating the identified contemporary healthcare sectors’ limitations, particularly from the scope 

of personalized genome therapies, as well as how their integrated implementation could be affected by the 

ecosystem. While for the former reason, the prevalent state-of-the-art technologies within the genome 

sequencing, analysis, and engineering industries have been researched and their inherent properties were 

compared through a developed evaluation framework, for the latter the relevant primary and secondary 

stakeholders’ ambiguous and complex influencing potentials have been identified. Additionally, regarding the 

genome analysis process, a novel data preparation and machine learning software library have been developed 

and its produced results were critically evaluated. Altogether, the research project was framed and guided by 

the Design Science Research methodology, which was also supplemented with Hall and Martin’s radical 

technology evaluation framework that provided valuable findings regarding the incumbent stakeholders’ 

perspectives. 

During the technological analysis of the conceptualized value-chain, it could be seen that each of its facets’ 

available solutions has been gone through remarkable advancements in the previous decade, which opened up 

the possibility of establishing previously inaccessible markets. While at the beginning of the ‘10s the dominant 

technologies throughout the value-chain were the next-generational sequencing machines with their high 

throughput capabilities, conventional statistical formulas for genome-wide association studies and complex 

protein-based gene engineering biotechnologies, by the end of the decade their advantages tend to fall behind 

the new generation’s properties. This new generation could be characterized by the availability of third 

generational long-read sequencers, advanced genome-wide association studies incorporating machine 

learning, and Big Data sources, as well as scalable RNA-based gene editing, approaches. The apparent benefits 

this new generation could provide through their utilizations are mainly related to the reduction of incumbent 

resource expenses and the increase of procedures precision, which efficiency and effectiveness factors 

contribute to competitively advantageous business opportunities and ultimately supports the further 

advancements of the healthcare industry. Therefore, although the previous generation has initiated the 

knowledge explosion in the field of genome therapy as well as will continue to provide significant benefits for 

various use-cases, it can be anticipated that their influence on the market share will decrease beside these more 

advanced technologies.  

On top of analyzing the transformation of these industries, the technical research revealed the best-fit 

technologies available on the genome sequencing and engineering markets regarding the specified 
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contemporary issues as well as the most useful machine learning models for genotype analysis based on the 

selected openSNP.org dataset. This developed software incorporates several modular and highly optimized 

data preparation and machine learning algorithms, which on top of the discussed eye color and lactose 

intolerance datasets is theoretically capable of analyzing any other genetic markers through an unbiased 

genome-wide association study. As a summary, the candidate technologies are the PromethION 48 nanopore 

sequencer, the Decision Tree classifier, and the CRISPR-Cas gene-editing system. However, it is important to 

emphasize that each of the selected solutions carry their own limitations, which is particularly relevant for the 

latter gene engineering process, where the disadvantages refuted the technological feasibility regarding the 

discussed contemporary issues. Nevertheless, the technological advancement regarding each phase of the 

personalized genome therapy life cycle is inevitable, which places more weight towards the management of 

primary and secondary stakeholders. As it was revealed throughout their analysis, this concern is especially 

crucial regarding the latter group, where several contradicting incentives exist and the members’ salient 

influencing power is usually underestimated. 

Overall, the research results provide a valuable analysis regarding a snapshot and the future opportunities of 

the personalized genome therapy industry, especially as such value-chains and their relevant technological and 

social aspects are relatively rarely investigated and summarized. Additionally, the identified technological and 

commercial limitations could initiate a new cycle of knowledge quest and creation process endeavors. Finally, 

this research project provided us a unique framework for understanding a sever global problem and its 

surrounding ecosystem more in-depth as well as it made us realize how important it is to increase the industry’s 

innovation rate for the sake of the wellbeing of millions. 
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9. Appendix 

The software code, which we developed, will be provided in a seperate folder. The following Table illustrates 

the mapping of each individual file. 

 Appendix_1 : Data Preperation 

 Appendix_2 : Machine Learning applied on the eye color dataset 

 Appendix_3 : Machine Learning applied on the lactose dataset 

 Appendix_4 : First Prototype of the Data Preperation 

 Appendix_5 : Optimized Version of the first Data Preperation Prototype   

 


